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Becky Powell by Tom Schlueter 
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In three short years, Becky Powell has made quite ·a name for herself. She's the two
time defending Japan Open Women's Champion, 1995 National Doubles Champion, and 
she recently landed one of the few paying jobs in disc golf, PDGA Administrator. 
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Frank Coussens III by Ken Marshall Managing Editor 

Kathy lgnowski Meet Frank Coussens III. A 14-year-old from South Bend, Indiana who packs a whollop 
off the tee. After winning three different State Championships as a Junior last year, 
Frank is stepping up to the Amateur ranks. Art Director 
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1995 Pro National Doubles by John Houck Production Assistants 

The Pro National Doubles continues to be one of the tour's richest events. With 
$8,340 up for grabs this past March, 128 of the world's best players converged in 
Round Rock, TX to challenge the two monster courses at Old Settlers Park. 
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Bob Yowell No one has ever written a book on how to be a good Tournament Director, but Kim 
Theesen's article, originally published in his Lincoln, NE The Flyer, would have to be 
chapter one. 
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I love this time of year. I love the 
warmer weather, the birds singing, the 
smell of freshly cut grass on the disc 
golf course. After Daylight Savings 
Time starts, I know the disc golf season 
is in full swing. It always seems I'm 
running around like a chicken with its 
head cut off but I wouldn't have it any 
other way. Winter in Illinois can be very 
boring! 

Unfortunately, the production 
weekends of the magazine inevitably 
interfere with attending some 
tournaments. I've always wanted to 
play in the Shoe Sensation Open and 
the Circus City Open but alas, business 
before pleasure. 

Well, this issue is 32 pages-again. 
It's the first time we've run back-to-hack 
32-page issues. And you know what? I 
can't ever see going back to 28 pages. 
There's just too mucl~ stuff! Lots of 
people want to advertise and there are 
plenty of good articles coming in. 

Here's a taste for what's in store for 
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you in this issue. Youth are the future 
of the sport and you'll meet Frank 
Coussens III, 14, from South Bend, IN. I 
know you'll be hearing more from this 
rising star. 

Courses are getting longer and 
longer. Our World Class Course 
jourl}eys to Pekin, IL, horne of 
McNaughton Park, a 7,000+ foot course 
with mega-elevation and plenty of nasty 
rough. Shoot par from the pro tees on 
this bad boy and you probably could 
hold your own against the best in the 
world. Finally, this issue features a 
great piece by Bob Yow ell on the mental 
game for Amateur Corner. It's must 
reading. 

Let me be honest with you. 
Sometimes in my editorials I get on my 
high horse and can sound preachy about 
the need for changes. I'm always serious 
and mean what I say but understand 
I'm also trying to get a rise out of some 
of you and elicit reader input. So I'm 
breaking the mold when I say, "I'm very 

excited about the growth disc golf is 
taking!" Really, I am. 

Is the sport of disc golf growing at a 
reasonable rate? I think it is. The best 
thing about the growth of disc golf is it's 
slow and steady. We're entering our 
fifth year of publishing Disc Golf 
Journal and every year more readers 
and advertisers joi11 our ranks. If we 
had less subscribers now than in April 
of 1992, I would probably decide to 
throw in the towel. But we keep 
growing. Many thanks to everyone who 
has renewed their subscription and 
believes in us. 

If you can't tell-I'm stoked. I'm 
feeling great about the sport and I'm 
looking forward to meeting many of you 
for the first .time this season. I am 
excited (and nervous) about something 
else. My wife Kathy and I are expecting 
our first child in September. One of 
Kathy's co-workers told her, "It's going 
to be a long, hot summer." We're still 
going to hit some tournaments this 

) 
spring and early summer, but forcing 
Kathy to walk around with me in July 
at the Am \Vorlds is not something the 
world's best future dad should do, so I'll 
have to pass on Am Worlds this year. 
You'll just have to assume I would have 
won. 

Disc golfs biggest promotion is 
approaching, the World's Biggest Disc 
Golf Weekend. Is this the year 20,000 
people will play a round of disc golf for 
$10? Would more people participate if 
there wasn't a money factor? "Bring 
your family and Frisbees out to the park 
for World Disc Golf Day." $10 for a great 
looking shirt and a new disc is an 
incredible deal and everyone· knows it
everyone who plays disc golf. But could 
we get 50,000 or 100,000 people to 
participate in a different kind of event? 
What are your thoughts? 

Sincerely, 
Tom Schlueter, Publisher 



Dear Tom, I like to read (and advertise 
in) Disc Golf Journal because it is the 
publication which is not afraid to 
challenge the PDGA status quo. Your 
last issue brought up some interesting 
issues for players. As you said in your 
last editorial, let's work together to 
make the pie bigger. Let's get more 
people involved in disc golf. Let's build 
more courses for people to play on. They 
don't have to all be professional level 
courses since not all disc golfers aspire 
to be professionals. The more courses we 
have and golfers we get, the more discs 
we can sell and the more interest will be 

Sign me up for another two years of Disc 
Golf Journal. I don't want to miss an 
issue! Your articles have helped my 
game more than I can say. "In The Bag" 
gives me ideas on what other players 
throw and why. And the "How to ... " 
articles provide great tips for improving. 
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Dear Tom, man, sometimes I wish this 
sport were bigger and we all had a little 
more anonymity. Maybe then some of us 
wouldn't be so uptight about every little 
thing that someone says or prints. It's 
kind of like one of those big extended 
families, isn't it? Can't you hear your 
mom saying something like, "Don't upset 
your old Uncle Friz. He's a stubborn old 
fart and ya don't want to get on his bad 
side, ya know." 

Dear Tom, Thanks for another 
exceptional issue of DGJ. All aspects of 
your publication continue to get better 
and broader. I would like to respond to 
Ed Headrick's "Give me a sign" article as 
he climbed onto his Soapbox in your last 
issue. I definitely agree that signage is a 
mandatory requirement of any disc golf 
course. T~e signs (professional and 
descriptive) are imperative ... but hole 
signs? No. They are simply clutter and 
unattractive to a disc golf course. Any 
quality established disc golf course has 
scorecards available at the first tee box 
that include a detailed map of the 
course, including direction or path from 
any given hole to the next tee box. Signs 
next to holes giving directions are 
obnoxious, poor obstacle hazards, and 
environmentally unfriendly. Let 
scorecard maps "show the way." 
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0 Smell our Odoriferous Flyers 
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I know exactly where you're coming from. 
On the one hand it's nice to know the 
movers and shakers of disc golf on a first 
name basis. Maybe it's not so much that 
the sport is too small, but certain people 
take . things too seriously. If there were 
20,000 people actively playing disc golf, 
would people still be offended and write 
letters? Sure they would. And that's the 
way it should be-TS. 

Disc Golf Journal welcomes all questions 
and comments. Letters should include 
the name, address and phone number of 
the writer and be addressed to: 

Disc Golf Journal 
1801 Richardson Dr. #6 

Urbana, IL 61801 

For more information Contact: 
Craig Myers I LITTLE FLYERS 
1911 Monroe St. 
Indianapolis, IN 46229 
Phon~Fax(317)894·3845 
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Cedar Valley Summer Classic 

Featuring the 1995 Bud Light \llomens National Championship 

~~ ·e~c:;, 
199 ~0~ 

)\tq t · S Buct Ligbt X\.\'Q 
.zollal Champio'P-s . 

June 17 & 18, 1995 Waterloo, Iowa 

Last year's tournament featured a total purse 
of over $4,000 (largest women's purse in 
history), two world championship courses, 
great players package, free Saturday night 
dinner for women players and some of the 
best players in the world. 

This year promises to be even better. 

WE WANT WEST COAST WOMEN! 

Register now-hotel space is limited due to other area events. 
Special rates at Starlight Village Best Western (mention the tournament) 319~235-0321 

All_ Pro divisions (Women, Men, Masters, Grand Masters) $50.00 
All Amateur divisions (Women, Am I, Am II, Masters) $25.00 

June 17-all players at Hickory Hills. Tee off 9:00am 
't. .... .&..£ .1. c.. Jll 

June 18-all players at Exchange Park. Tee off 9:00am 
Send us your name, address, PDGA number, division and check or money order to: 

Black Hawk Metro Disc Golf League, 3311 Afton Drive #40, Waterloo, Iowa· 50701 (319) 296-1747 
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Name: Becky Powell 

Birthdate: 5·10·68 

Hometown: Houston, TX 

Height/Weight: 5'10~ 145 lbs. 
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1995 PDGA ~ational Doubles 

by Tom Schlueter 

hen you call the PDGA office 
in Texas, you'll be greeted w_ith 
a friendly female vo£ce: 

"PDGA, this is Becky." Becky Powell 
recently landed one of the few paying 
jobs in disc golf, PDGA Administrator. 
And she's a great disc golfer. Powell is 
entering her third year of competition 
and is one of the few pro women who has 
beaten Elaine King and travelled to the 
incredible Japan Open. Following are 
pieces from a March telephone interview 
with Becky Powell-TS. 

TS: You have not been playing that 
long. 
BP: That's right. I joined the PDGA in 
1992 and it was the first year I really 
started playing seriously. My husband 
John has been involved in disc sports for 
a long time and I just hated it. I thought 
disc golf was so dumb. When I was in 
college he would be gone every weekend 
and it made me so mad. 
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Becky Powell 
TS: But you learned very quickly 
and have had the great opportunity 
to travel to Japan to play. Is Japan 
as mysterious and fascinating as 
legend has it? 
BP: I think it is. It's mysterious at first. 
Fascinating ... definitely, the whole time. 
There's no tournament I've ever played 
like the Japan Open, and I bet any 
player that could play there would feel 
the same. It's so professional and they 
are so gracious. There's nothing like it. 
The graciousness of the people really 
impressed me. 

Another great thing about the 
tournament is they mix everybody up 
the first round and I got to play with 
Ken [Climo] in 1993. I took the box from 
him one hole and I could see his visible 
frustration! I really like that. It was 
kind of a highlight. But it was awesome . 
to see him play. 

············:······-: 
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TS: Moving from Japan to Texas
what do you think of National 
Doubles? 
BP: That tournament has given me grief 
e~ery year I've played it. The course is 
heavenly. It's my ideal type of course. 
Distance is my strength, but doubles is 
such a mental game. It's hard. Strategy 
is not one of my strong points. For 
example, at the Worlds last year, I 
pretty much had third locked up and I 
was only a few strokes out of second. My 
husband said later, "Why during the 
final 9 didn't you go for a few of those?" I 
didn't even think about it. I get so 
preoccupied with executing each shot, 
the technique. Strategy is something I 
forget about. Anybody can play this 
game and I think it all comes down to 
strategy. 

Powell practicing those straddle putts in her backyard. photo John Powell 

TS: Well, your strategy obviously 
worked this year in Round Rock. 
Congratulations on your National 
Doubles victory. 
BP: Thanks. Amy Cridland and I really 
clicked together. We got along so well. 

TS: Let's talk about Elaine King. 
She's won four straight World 
Championships. Are some of the top 
women wondering if she can be 
beat? , 
BP: She can be beat. Anybody can. She 
knows that. I have a lot of respect for 
what she's done. She's a scientist and 
that's how she approaches everything. 
It's very logical. She knows if she does 
this and this, she'll win. She has a 
formula and that's how I think of her. 
When you get. right down to it, Elaine is 
a machine. But she can be beaten. 

TS: That's right, you . beat her in 
Japan last year. 
BP: And I couldn't believe it. I just 
cannot believe it happened. When. I 
think about it happening again, I just 
can't picture it. I think all the planets 
and moons were in alignment. It's the 
only time I've ev.er beat her although at 
the first Women's Nationals I had seven 
strokes on her after the first day and I 
just gave it away. I remember her 
telling me, "You know it's really all in 
yo~r head. It h~s nothing to do with 
your ability." Live and learn. You could 
be the strongest and most agile player in 
the world, but if you don't want to win, 
you're not going to. 

TS: You mentioned distance as a 
strength of your game. What are 
your weaknesses? 
BP: Approach shots are the total 
weakness of my game. If I could just get 
that-my putting is pretty good .. I just 

have a mental block with approaching. 
I'm working on it. Women can't crush it 
all the way down there and have to rely 
on approaches. 

TS: Tell me about some of your other 
competitors. 
BP: Beth Tanner is awesome. She's 
funny and enjoyable and just a good 
~onsistent player. 

I think Austin's Amy Cridland will 
be a very good player. She has a lot of 
potential. She's the "Anhyzer Queen." 
It's kind of her natural throw. She has 
the best attitude and plays for fun. I 
enjoy playing with her and don't get 
totally uptight like usual. At this year's 
National Doubles we played great 
together. She really came through for 
me when I was having a hard time and I 
did the same for her. We're both the 
same kind of player. Amy and I both 
expect a lot out of ourselves and put 
pressure on each other. 

Kelli Hughes is awesome. She's 
another fun person to watch. She's tiny 
and just gets on that disc! The drives are 
low and just full of power. I love 
watching Teresa Keith drive. She is 
absolutely amazing. She has a lot of 
energy and a lot of power. 

I had never played with Amy 
Bekken before last year's Worlds. She is 
the most graceful player I have ever 
seen. She was a joy to watch. 

TS: Tell me about your new job as 
PDGA Administrator. First, what 
does the Administrator do? 
BP: The administrator is basically a 
clerical position. It's a lot of paperwork. 
Answering a lot of miscellaneous 
requests, getting points together for 
amateur and pro invitations to the 
Worlds, and obviously, filling the 
membership orders. Right now, this 
occupies nearly all my time. I'm really 
impressed with how many people are 
renewing their memberships despite the 
problems the PDGA has had. It's 
inspiring. The members are the only 
reason I'm in this position. 

TS: What are some things you would 
like to accomplish in your 
administration? 
BP: I want to run an efficient office. I 
want things done in a timely manner. 
People should have their requests 
answered promptly. I really want to be 
accessible to people-more than just the 
"business hours." I encourage people, 
especially new members 'with questions, 

to call me. I feel like members are 
neglected. They send their money in and 
are not quite sure what they are getting 
into. Second, I want to see the PDGA 
provide different categories of 
membership. I want to see people have a 
real incentive to renew. 

TS: Yeah, I was kind of disappointed 
when all I got for renewing this year 
was my card. 
BP: I know. I worked in public television 
for awhile and you know that public 
television is supported through drives. 
People love the programs but what gets 
them to call in with their pledge is what 
they are going to get. The PDGA could 
use this strategy to get more members 
and to keep people. 

Players need to be provided with a 
new member handbook. There's a lot of 
things new members don't know. For 
example, PDGA memberships run along 
a calendar year. There is nothing in 
writing that says this. Besides I think 
this is a bad system-memberships 
should run from when you join to twelve 
months later. People that join the PDGA 
later in the year do not get a full 
subscription. 

I have plenty of ideas and the board 
is going to have to decide if some of 
these ideas are worthwhile. But, it has 
to be done. I hope the Board can get 
together on a lot of these things this 
year. It's the only way things are going 
to pr:>gress and be meaningful to 
members. 

TS: Where would you like to see disc 
golf in· five to ten years? 
BP: Right now disc golf seems like a 
small group. There's kind of one big 
clique that everyone is a part of. I want 
a more universal emphasis. With the 
new job I now know about all the core 
people in the sport-people I've heard 
about. Well, when person X calls do I 
treat them as a customer of the PDGA 
or is there some special arrangement I 
don't know about? It shouldn't be that 
way. There should be a formal procedure 
for everyone. Ypu should be treated the 
same way and get the same prices, etc. 
And I want more women to bite the 
bullet and give disc golf a try. Go to 
Women's Nationals! 0 



For the past eleven years lnnova-Champion Discs has been 
the leader in golf disc design. With the introd.uction of our 

patented beveled rim discs in 1 983 we changed the perception 
of what a disc could do. lnnova-Champion Discs manufacturers 

the most complete line of discs in the industry . 

• 
The next time you go out to the course 

Don't settle far the imitators, fly with __ the innovators. 

INNOVA-CHAMPION DISCS 
1735 Monticello Ct., Ontario, CA 91761 (909) 947-7885 



1995 Florida Amateur Triple Crown 
February 4-12, 1995 

ORLANDO-The Amateurs' first stop 
was Barnett Park Disc Golf Course in 
Orlando. Players were faced with winds 
gusting 35-40 MPH! The best round was 
a bogey-free 50 by Cincinnati's Scott 
Whitt. Only four golfers broke par for 
the day. 

Thomas Caldwell shot a second 
round 60 to tie for the lead. In the third 
round (9 holes), Caldwell edged Whitt by 
a stroke. 

In Amateur Masters, Rick Biro 
overcame his first round 62 and won the 
division by five strokes. 

In the first ever Juniors division, 
Andy Glover, 14, was the kid to beat. In 
the Amateur division, Bo Lusk and Jim 
Swinehart had their sights on victory. 
Lusk had a nerve-racking final 9 and 
almost allowed a six-stroke lead to 
vanish! Swinehart picked up five strokes 
in the final9 by shooting -2. 

It was a very close race in Amateur 
Women. Orlando's Donna Gill and 
Michigan's Kristi Vandenbosch were 
tied after 45 holes. This was Gill's first 
disc golf tournament, and Vandenbosch, 
a great competitor and a great sport, 
gracefully accepted second. Gill was all 
smiles with her first win! 
MELBOURNE-Warmer weather and 
lighter winds made for better scores the 
second leg at Wickham Park-. Scott 
Whitt didn't let this one slip away and 
carded a spectacular first round 4 7, the 
lowest score of the entire Amateur 
Series. 

Local Billy Holtz won the Amateur 
division by a seven-stroke margin. Lloyd 
Klopfenstein shot -2 in the final 9 to 
edge Rick Biro by one stroke in Amateur 
Masters and Andy Glover powered his 
way to another victory in Juniors. 

ROCKLEDGE-Thomas Caldwell had 
his game face on and won by two strokes 
over local Tom Fuchs, but Scott Whitt' 
shot well enough to secure the Overall 
Advanced Title. 

Bo Lusk added to his list of 
Amateur titles and won the Overall Title 
as well. In Amateur Masters, Rick Biro 
won by nine strokes over Greg Jonas, 
securing his Overall Title. Andy Glover 
again won Juniors and there was not a 
Amateur Women's division at the third 
leg. 

Many thanks to all sponsors, 
especially Discraft. 
-Bob Lewis 

1995 Wintertime Open 
February 18 & 19, 1995 

PASADENA/SYLMAR, CA-In a major 
break from the past few Wintertime 
Opens, this year's event dawned with 
85-95 degree temperatures and no 
threat of rain. Close to 200 players came 
to test their skills. 

Scores at Sylmar were up this year 
because of very strong winds the first 
round. Johnny Lissaman led the Open 
group with a four-under along with Mike 
Byrne. Meanwhile, at Oak Grove, 
Bamba Rico was tearing up the course 
and shot -10. 

The wind remained strong the 
second round but Rico posted another 
-10 to take a commanding five-stroke 
lead. Round three was played on the 
long Oak Grove course. Three players on 
the first card ended up in the final 9 
playoff: John Ahart, Johnny Lissaman, 
and Bamba Rico. Storming from eight 
throws off the lead, Robert Jerez III shot 
a eight under to pull into a tie for third 
and a spot in the final 9. 

With the tpp four Open players 
starting from scratch for the final 9, the 
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The figure is shown in action, throwing a disc. 

Guaranteed by Tom Monroe. Call the trophy Shop at 

(904) 372-8551 and ask for Rick or Charisma. 

This is the first of its kind efrer by a 
major trophy maker! 

Be the first in your state to offer these 
great trophies! 

battle began. Jerez and Lissaman ended 
tied for first place with Rico and Ahart 
one stroke back. The playoff between 
Jerez and Lissaman lasted two holes 
with Jerez putting a monster drive on 
the second hole under the basket for the 
win. 

In Masters, Glen Whitlock led wire 
to wire. He started with an eleven under 
at the Grove (best for the tournament). 
While only able to shoot par at Sylmar, 
he still had a two-stroke lead over Mike 
Cloyes and Glenn Triemstra. In the final 
round, Whitlock posted a division
leading five under to take the victory by 
four. Kent Jordan shot a third round -3 
to jump from fourth to second. 

The Grandmasters found Sylmar's 
wind extremely difficult with the best 
score turned in by Tom Ford at 56. But 
after two rounds, last year's winner, 
Bruce Sisson, again showed his 
consistency by taking the lead. Dan 
Roddick followed and led all 
Grandmasters with a 49 at the Grove. 
Sisson dominated the third round and 
won by five strokes. 

Only five Senior Grandmasters 
participated this year, but this division 
saw the tightest race. Only a stroke 
separated the field after round one. 
After three rounds, newcomer Will 
Maxham edged out perennial winner 
Ralph Williamson with Stancil Johnson 
taking third. 

Open Women also had tough 
competition. Beth Verish was down two 
strokes after the first round but put 
together very solid second and third 
rounds to win by four. 

Jeremiah Schembri won the 60-
player Novice Men's division, posting 
one of only two sub-par rounds for his 
division. 

This year marked the biggest entry 
ever for both Juniors (12) and Novice 
Women (7). Freddie Sotelo took Juniors 
with a 103 total-good enough to win 
Novice. Sue Byrne led Novice Women by 
only two strokes after the first round 
then decimated the field the second 
round and won by 13. 
-Mark Horn 

1995 Florida Pro Triple Crown 
February 18-26, 1995 

In the Open Men's division, Ken 
Climo made clean sweeps all three legs, 
winning by 11 strokes at Clearwater 
(including an ace on Cliff Stevens' #10), 
9 strokes at Melboume (including an ace 
on #1), and 7 strokes at Orlando 
(including a new short pads course 
record of -14). This guy never lets up! 

Atlanta's Brad "June Bug" 
Hammock had a fine Series. Brad won 
over $600 for the week, finishing second 
overall in Open. 

The most competitive division was 
Masters. It was neck and neck between 
David Greenwell, Steve Slasor, and 
Gregg Hosfeld. Bob Vanderboss, who 
finished second at last year's Worlds, 
had a great start by winning the first leg 
at Clearwater. Unfortunately, 
Vanderboss didn't play up to 
expectations at Melboume and Orlando 
and finished fourth overall. Greenwell 
won Masters by a n.arrow four-stroke 
margin. 

In Open Women's, Pam Reineke 
jumped to a seven stroke lead over 
Sandy Gast at Clearwater. Reineke 
picked up an additional stroke on Gast 
at each of the next two legs to secure the 
Overall Title. 

At the end of the Series, Jim Kenner 
and event coordinator Bob Lewis pitted 
the top two Open players against the top 
two Masters for a nine-hole, $50-a-hole, 
skins match. It was Climo and 
Hammock against Greenwell and Slasor 
in a best shot format. 

Going into the last hole of the skins 

match, Climo and Hammock had won 
four skins and Greenwell and Slasor had 
two. The 9th hole was worth three skins. 
Both teams played hole #9 cautiously 
and parred, resulting in the three skins 
split evenly. 

I would like to thank all sponsors 
that made this Triple Crown Series 
possible: Discraft, Inc., Clearwater Gas 
Systems, Country Grains Bread Co., 
Virginia Grove Deli, Leading Edge 
Productions, and all the hole sponsors. 
-Bob Lewis 

Vintage Cup 
February 25 & 26, 1995 

NAPA, CA-68 golfers came to Napa's 
Skyline Wilderness Park for the first 
amateur tournament of the 1995 NorCal 
Series. 

Mituko Tsuchida topped six other 
women and beat Tammy Moeller by six 
strokes. Kim Jones, Theresa Myers, 
Helen Densmore, Shannon Schuessler, 
and Christie Johnson finished 
respectively. Mituko was in Napa 
traveling with her husband Misaki from 
Japan. Misaki competed in Masters. 

In the Amateur division, Rick 
Buckles and Brian Henderson both 
finished with 222. Buckles won the 
playoff. In Amateur Masters, Rob 
Hamilton walked away from the 
competition, winning by 14 strokes! 
Only the top three Advanced players 
had better totals. 

In Advanced, Kevin Couch's first 
round 57 put him down in the pack, but 
his next two rounds of 51 and 51 
launched him to tie for third. Feeding off 
his own momentum, Couch blasted 
through the last round with a 48, 
winning the tournament by a stroke. 

Thanks to our sponsors that made it 
all happen. 
-Marvin Paul 

2nd Annual 
Central Valley Tournament 

March 11, 1995 
STOCKTON, CA-The Delta 
Windjammers hosted the 2nd Annual 
Central Valley Tournament. 83 players 
showed up at Oak Grove Park in 
Stockton to brave the elements. 

The wind was blowing 30 to 40 
MPH the first round, but that didn't 
seem to bother Scott Riley, who shot a 
sizzling 12 under ( 60) to take the Low 
Round Hot Shot award of the day. Scott 
led by three strokes in the Masters 
division over Ken Halverson-enough of 
a lead to take home 1st place. 

In Open, after the first round, Roger 
Cansler had a one-stroke lead over Mike 
Loya, Jim Oates, and Glen Whitlock. 
But Loya and Oates came out in the 
second round with putters smoking! It 
came down to the final hole and Loya 
walked away victorious with Oates one 
stroke behind. Cansler finished third . 

James Costa shot a first round 5-
under (67) to take a two-stroke lead in 
Advanced over Tom Lucas. Costa picked 
up two additional strokes on Lucas in 
the second round for the victory. 

In Amateur, Dave Day led Chris 
Ellison by one after round one, but 
really pulled away from the rest of the 
field in round two to win by five strokes. 

We only had five Amateur Women 
competing with Teresa Myers leading 
the field by 13 strokes after the first 
round and never looking back. · 
-T.C. Bare 
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Name• Frank Coussens III 

Hometown: South Bend~ IN 

Birthdate: 813/80 

HeightJWeight: 5'10"' 140 lbs. 

Years Playing: 4 

Occupation: 
Student-St. Joseph High School 

Favorite Discs: XD, Viper 

Favorite Tournament: 
Tennessee State Championships 

Accomplishments: 
1994 Indiana State Champs.~ 

1st place Juniors 
1994 illinois State Champs~, 

1st place Juniors 
1994 Tennessee State Champs., 

1st place Juniors Ovemll 
1994 Three Rivers Open) 4th Am2 

Story by 
Ken Marshall 

photos by 
Ted Nowlin 

JL et's see. He's a three-state 
champion. He's placed at a "B" 
tier event in Am II. He wins our 

best shot tournaments. He wins our 
handicap rounds. AND HE'S 14!!! 
How's a guy like me going to compete in 
a couple of years? 

Frank's been involved in the local 
club scene for about two years now. It's 
been fun watching him evolve into the 
disc golf champion that he is. I can 
remember a kid who threw everything 
forehand and would kick his bag 
whenever he missed a putt. With a little 
help from his peers, those days are long 
over. I know a lot of adults who could 
take lessons from this 14-year-old both 
on and off the course. 

Recently, I sat down with Frank and 
asked him what he thought about issues 
ranging from disc golf to life to his goals 
for the future. Here's what he had to 
say: 

KM: You captured three state 
championships in the Junior 
division last year. What are you 
going to do for an encore this year? 
FC: I am going to start out playing Am II 
this year and we will see how I progress. 
My dad keeps telling me I'll only be a kid 
once so take it slow and enjoy the trip. 

KM: How long have you been 
playing disc golf? 
FC: My sister introduced me to the game 
in the summer of 1991 at Bertrand Park 
in Niles, MI. Then we got my dad and a 
fr:iend of mine, Jason Nawrot, started. 
In 1992, we went to the World's Biggest 
at Wilson Park in Mishawaka, IN. Up to 
that point, I had never been to another 
course. I never realized how big this 
sport was. I think from then on was 
when I got hooked. 
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Frank Coussens III 
junior division 
because we are 

rliE::::.:.C~[H kids. The other 
is when adults 
can't deal with 
the fact that a 
kid is beating 
them. 

KM: What do 
you like 
about grown
ups? 
FC: When they 
take me as· 
another golfer 
out to have fun 
and improve, 
give me honest 
tips to help my 
game, and 
allow me to 

mi=~-~ play no matter 
how bad I do. 

KM: What do 
you say to 
other kids 
just starting 
out? 
FC: If I play a 
round with 
them, I try to 
teach them the 
rules as nicely 

•• !1 as I can. I will 

While open driving is definitely Frank's biggest asset, he admits 
putting and inconsistency as his weaknesses. 

give them 
encouragement 
no matter how 

KM: Your whole family is involved 
in the sport? 
FC: Well, without my family to back me 
up, I never would have gotten this far. 
My dad getting involved in the game 
with me is the biggest reason I have 
improved. The competition and support 
he provided me in the early years kept 
me motivated to keep improving. 

KM: What do you feel was your most 
significant win, and why? 
FC: I feel finishing fourth in Am II at the 
Three Rivers Open and only one stroke 
out of second was my best 
accomplishment. It was really the first 
time I stepped up against a harder field. 
It was a major confidence builder. 

KM: What could disc golf 
organizations do to attract more 
junior golfers? 
FC: I feel if the clubs reached out 
to the schools and got teachers 
involved, they in turn would get 
more kids involved. Also, I feel if 
juniors are given something 
simply for competing they will 
keep at it to get something better 
next time. It might sound selfish, 
but that kept me going at the 
sport. 

KM: Do you see disc golf in the 
school curriculum someday? 
FC: I feel with a strong push we 
might be able to get schools 
involved, but it will take some 
time. That's why we should start 
as soon as possible. I think the 
best way to begin is with summer 
school. That way school officials 
could see how it would work, but 
on a smaller scale. 

KM: What do you dislike about 
grown-ups? 

bad they do, 
because I know I needed it when I was at 
their level. Finally, I try to give them 
tips on how the game is played. 

KM: What are your strengths and 
weaknesses? 
FC: I feel my open driving is my 
strongest attribute. My weaknesses are 
putting and inconsistency. When I keep 
my cool and don't let a bad hole affect 
the rest of my round, I do fairly well. 
When I do lose my focus, I might as well 
give up because I haven't learned that 
part of the game yet. 

KM: What discs do you carry? 
FC: I stick with overstable Innova plastic 
for the most part. Currently, I have 2 
Rams, 1 old Griffin, 2 Vipers, 1 Whippet, 
and 1 Raven. I also carry 2 Cyclones 
which I like to throw for distance. I will 
putt with either an XD or 86 Softie 

FC: On the course, there are two r~~~~~~~~if~;,:~ 

depending on the wind conditions. 
KM: What is your most memorable 
hole? 
FC: I'd have to say #4 at Shoaf Park in 
Ft. Wayne, IN. It was during the Three 
Rivers Open . I think the hole was 
around 375' and I just got all of it. 
Everything came together. I was about 
10 feet away for a deuce. I thought it 
was a gimme and didn't take my time 
and missed the putt. That hole taught 
me a lot about concentration. 

KM: Are you into any other disc 
sports? 
FC: The Tennessee State Championships 
was the first time I got involved in any 
other disc sports. It was a lot of fun. I 
got to try freestyling, DDC, MTA, and 
Distance. 

KM: Who are your favorite players, 
and why? 
FC: Mostly I know only local golfers. 
There are a lot of different people who 
have helped me. I'd have to say my 
favorite player is my dad for helping me 
through it all. Thanks a lot, Dad, I owe 
you one! 

KM: What are some of your other 
hobbies? 
FC: I'm into other sports also. I 'm on 
the high school football and baseball 
teams. I also like to swim and dive . 

KM: What does the future hold for 
you and disc golf? What are your 
goals? 
FC: I will see how it goes. Everyone tells 
me I can compete in Am I this year, but 
we will see. If I have a good summer, I 
will reevaluate my status and make the 
jump to Am I. But for now, I'm looking 
forward to a new season, playing some 
golf with my dad, and trying to get 
better. 

In order for disc golf to continue to 
grow in popularity, we have to get the 
youth of America involved. Thanks to 
Norm Hezlep, the Michiana Disc Golf 
Club is getting involved with local 
youth. The MDGC will be putting on 
demonstrations at the local high school 
in an effort to get disc golf a part of the 
PE curriculum. The MDGC will also be 
working with youth at the juvenile 
detention center to show disc golf as an 
alternative to gangs, drugs, and trouble. 0 

things. One is when tournament 
directors ignore me or the whole 

Frank loved 7 ,000-foot McNaughton Park where DGJ took photos. 
"It's one of the hardest courses I've ever played," he said. 
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Arizona 
by Mike Hughes 

he one constant in the world is 
change. The state of disc golf in 
Arizona certainly exemplifies 

that statement. Disc golf in Arizona 
rose from the rocks of the infamous 
Papago course to the pinnacle of success, 
the 1990 PDGA World Championships. 

;\rizona has the honor of having the 
second disc golf course on the planet. It 
was installed in the usually dry river 
bottom of the salt river in Tempe Beach 
Park in 1977. Well, Arizona had a "20 
year flood" in 1978, and the salt river 
became a raging, pole-hole consuming 
body of water. 

After the loss of the baskets, it was 
decided to move the course to a nearby 
rock hill. One hot summer day, with 
six-pack in hand, Steady Ed and Rick 
Mitchell laid out Papago Park. The 

course every weekend, and also had 
Wednesday night best shot. The Open 
division swelled. Several players started 
to travel, and some even went to the 
1987 World Championships in Toronto. 

In the months that followed, the 
Desert Disc Club was hom with the help 
of Jack Selleh, Curt Cornum, Frank 
Allen, Clay Fr.eeman, Tracy Jordan, 
Rhonda Dusich, John Lighthizer, and 
Craig Chepley. We started a newsletter 
created a logo, and made T-shirts and 
custom glow minis. Eight of us strolled 
into an auditorium in Cincinnati with 
our DDC shirts on and proposal in hand. 
We had come prepared and were 
awarded the 1990 World 
Championships, 

Several dedicated locals spent the 
summer of 1990 digging up grass and 
pouring concrete . tee pads. The 
enthusiasm was fantastic and we hosted 
the finest World Championships to date. 

Dan Ginnelly has stopped the extended touring he did in the early 90's with 
traveling pal Steve Valencia, but he's still one of the best in the world. 

photo Gary Reiss 

course had lots of elevation changes and 
interesting shots. I think Papago had a 
large influence on the style of Arizona 
disc golf. Most of the players in those 
days developed long arms and not much 
in the roller department, since roller~ 
and rough rock terrain do not mix. 

Papago was the course of choice 
(and the only course) until around 1983. 
A sixteen year-old girl named Shelly 
Sharpe was killed by a drunk driver. 
Her parents knew her love for disc golf 
and used some of her life insurance 
proceeds to split the cost of a course with 
the City of Scottsdale. The Shelly 
Sharpe Memorial Disc Golf Course was 
born out of this tragedy and quickly 
became Arizona's flagship course. 
Finally players had gras_s fairways! 

Several other courses were sold and 
installed in the next five years. We set 
up leagues and played at a different 
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Since that time, however, 
everything has changed. People got 
married, un-married, had kids, and 
generally moved on. The DDC lost 
steam and was out of business in two 
years. I decided to pursue my career, 
and the sport really slowed down. Step 
in Dan Ginnelly. 

It didn't take Dan long to become 
the force in Arizona. Dan has travelled 
more and been more successful than any 
other Arizona golfer. He started up an 
amateur league and is working on 
developing a new club to get the 
enthusiasm back to a late 1980's level. 

I'll let Dan fill you in on the 
details ... 

"After spending the majority of four 
years gone most of the time touring, I 
came home to stay after getting married 
and having a kid. Disc golf wasn't going 
anywhere in Phoenix. There were people 

Mike Hughes, Arizona's top mover and shaker in the late eighties. 

playing, but there were no tournaments. 
The Shelly Sharpe Memorial and the 
Bob West Memorial were still active but 
were only drawing 15-20 pe()ple. Mike 
Hughes started getting out of the golf 
scene and concentrating on his career. 
During this time, we lost the 18 holes at 
Kleinman Park because of picnickers, 
and then the back nine at Riverview was 
pulled because of conflict with 
fishermen. I felt I had to get invloved." 

"I started concentrating on 
amateurs because there just were not 
any pros. The Cactus Series started in 
1994 and I gave away a Pole Hole to the 
winners of both Amateur divisions. We 
also started up a club in Arizona. It's the 
only way I can envision the sport 
picking back up-there has to be an 
organized group. No one person can do 
everythin~~ 

Our courses have changed since 
1990 as well. Here is a summary of the 
courses ,flvailable along with changes 
that hav~; occurred since 1990: 

Papago Park was removed for a new 
historical museum. The 18-hole course 
was replaced by a 9-hole -course on the 
other side of the hill. The new course is 
much flatter and lacks the diversity of 
the original. The rocky terrain is great 
to convert overstable plastic into rollers. 
Unless you're Gregg Hosfeld, you could 
skip this course and not miss much. 

Mesa's Kleinman Park was plucked by 
the city in 1992. The park was very 
popular for disc golfers and picnickers. 
The picnickers won and the course was 
removed. This was a favorite park for 
amateurs and many of them lost 
interest in the sport when the course 
was unceremoniously yanked. 

Mesa's Riverview Park was once 18 
holes, nine of them around a lake. 
Conflicts with fishermen resulted in 
removal of those nine holes, and the 
remaining holes were redesigned. This 
course does have nine alternate tees to 
mfike an 18-hole course. 

18-hole Shelly Sharpe Memorial is still 
Arizona's flagship course, with several 
pin placements for each hole, concrete 
tees, and grassy open fairways. Two 
lakes and streams add to the challenge. 

The course is located at the corner of 
Miller and Roosevelt Roads in South 
Scottsdale. 

Hoopes Park in Chandler circles a large 
retention basin. The trees have grown 
and this is a fun course with grass 
fairways and some elevati,pn changes. 
There are established ''back nine" tees 
to convert this nine-holer into an 18-
hole course. The course is on Mesquite 
Street about one-half mile east of Alma 
School Road. 

Fountain Hills is by far the most scenic 
of Arizona's courses. This 10-hole 
course is the second oldest ·hi the state. 
It was installed in 1981 and was the 
ultimate challenge for Midri1ght Flyers. 
The course is set on .rolling grass hills 
at the edge of a man-made{ lake. The 
lake has a large fountain which creates 
its own wind. This short co-urse is fun 
to play and also has "back .nine" tees. 

Nine holes from the old Kleinman Park 
course ended up in Emerald Park in 
Mesa. The park is a large grass bowl 
created by yet another water retention 
area. It has elevation changes and 
some trees. The front nine tees go 
counter clockwise while the back nine 
go in the opposite direction. 

Tucson's Santa Cruz River Park is 
located next to the dry Santa Cruz 
Ri er. It is short and has sandy 
fairways with small desert shrubs. 
Winds can make this course very 
challenging. Several alternate tee 
placements will challenge all levels of 
golfers. Enthusiasm for disc golf has 
never been greater in Tucson. Locals 
have started a club and newsletter. 

With all the enthusiasm Dan Ginnelly 
is bringing back into the sport along 
with all the work he is doing with 
amateurs, I'm sure more quality events 
and even more courses will be planted 
soon. Arizona weather is also some of 
the best on the planet. Come out for a 
visit and enjoy great scenery and great 

. people. 0 
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Anna's Bag: 

"My bag is a Wall City bag. I like the 
look. I like how it fits. I like the double 
zipper action. You've got a little 
compartment for your minis. There's 
another compartment where I usually 
keep my keys and money. I keep a 
dollar bill in my bag from the In
Flight Open when I got my first ace. 
The girl I was playing with was from 
Nevada and said it was a rule to chip 
in and give the person who got an ace 
a dollar. I won't take it out. It's good 
luck. I got an ace after that at Illinois 
States." 

Anna's Mini: 

"This is an Innova mini. It was the 
first mini we started collecting. I put 
stickers on it. I also use a red Innova 
mini. Of all the tournaments we go to 
and all the minis we collect, I just use 
these two." 

Anna's Discs: 

2 Aviars (174g): "I switched in the 
middle of last year from putting with 
XD's to Aviars. My husband Rick said 
'Hey, you should try Aviars, they're 
really nice.' At first, I didn't like them, 
but I stuck with it. I'm a hard putter 
and Aviars do not float very far past 
the basket. And I just like the feel. 
One of the Aviars is for turnover 
shots. I love this disc. " 

1 Roc (174g): "I use this on 150 to 
160-foot shots. I also use this for 
upshots. I can also put an anhyzer on 
this and it will come back for me 
nicely." 

1 XD (174g): "I basically use this for 
upshots or long putts." 

1 Classic Roc (173g): "This turns 
over brand new so I use it for turnover 
shots also. It's kind of strange for a 
brand new disc to turn over for me but 
it does." 

1 Factor 4 Viper (173g): "I love this 
disc. I use this for a lot of drives 
around 230 to 240 feet. I throw this 
flat and it doesn't come back very 
hard." 

1 Factor 1 Viper (177g): "I ~{II~~~~ 
use this on longer holes but ~'1\:vt.:;~:S. 
holes that are open. This will 
fly a little farther , go a little 
straighter, and hover for a 
longer time than the Factor 4 
Viper." •· 

3 Vipers (167-170g): "One of 
the Vipers I've had for a very 
long time and is very beat up. 
If I get this flat it really goes so 
I use it on the big holes
anything over 250 feet. I don't 
throw this -one when it's very 
windy. It turns over very 
easily. I'm working on the 
other Viper to replace my other 
turnover. I can also get this 
Viper to go straight. The last 
Viper is brand. new for those 
extreme turns I may need. Big 
extreme hyzer shots or if I need 
to go over trees-I'll use the 
new one." 

1 Cyclone (173g): "I use this on one 
drive of one hole-#18 at Peoria's 
McNaughton. Cyclone's I've found 
float farther than Vipers on downhill 
shots." 

1 Factor 1 Whippet (173g): "I like 
this disc because it can skip. I use this 
a lot on low ceiling shots where I need 
that skip." 

Anna's Thoughts: 

"I wouldn't be here today if it were not 
for the support of the men I play with. 
Men are the only people I play with. I 

am the only girl who plays in the 
Peoria area. They are so supportive. 
They give me discs all the time. I've 
had a great edge in the sport from 
playing with the Martin brothers, and 
my husband and his brother. I wish 
there were more girls around for me to 
play with. I think if there were more 
s~pportive guys like the ones I play 
w1th more women would be playing. 
You don't find too many supoortive 
guys out there." a 



fSCRAFT and ~Lizard La'-Vyers 
Ltd. 

proudly present 
a Can-Am Series Event 

. July 22 and 23, 1995 
Hudson Mills, Ann Arbor, MI 12) Kandahar, Fenton, MI 

// This premier and unique tournament will 
be held simultaneously on two 24-hole 
world-class disc golf courses: The 
beautiful manicured fairways and 
challenging woods of Hudson Mills and 
the high-altitude rush of the newly
completed Kandahar! This SuperTour 
Event brings you the finest amenities and 
incredible prizes, including: 

Divisions: Mens and Womens 
Men's Open $ 70 
All Other Pro Divisions $ 60 
Advanced $ 50 
Advanced Master $ 50 
Amateur $40 
Side Divisions ?? 

• $1,000 Cash guaranteed 
to Men's Open winner! 

• Mach III Basket to Men's 
L Advanced winner! 

The field is limited to 96 Pros and 96 Ams to 
guarantee foursome play, and a sell-out is 
expected - register early to hold your spot! 

Sponsored by: 

e o 

~ 
~~ 

For info: Mark Ellis, TD Hosted by: A1 Disc Golf Club 
(313)591-3737 or (810)661-8272 and Kandahar Disc Golf Club 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 
Entry Ft;~rm . - · --
Name ________________________ __ 

Ad me~-------------------------

City, State, ZIP ____________________ _ 

Home Telephone(_) _______ _ 

Work Telephone (_) _______ __ 

PDGA + _____ _ Division~------

• All competitors must be current PDGA members; 
forms will be available at the tournament. 

• Mail to: 
Mark Ellis, Tournament Director -
Lizard Lawyers Limited 
19500 Victor Parkway, Suite 290 
Livonia, MI 48152 

Telephone (313) 591-3737 
(810) 661-8272 

• Entries with full pay~~~& t be received by July 5, 1995. 
Field is limited - register early to guarantee your spot! 



.Joe Weinshel called DGJ to tell us about 
an NBA halftime show he descibed as 
"electric." Bill Camp of Niles, Mich. and 
his star Frisbee dog, Whitney, specialize 
in NBA and NFL halftime shows, but 
have also performed at the Stanley Cup 
Finals. Weinshel said the highlight was 
when Camp rapid-fired 20 discs to 
Whitney, who caught each one. Camp 
makes a decent living doing these 
performances-pulling in anywhere 
from $800 to $1500 per show. Camp says 
he plays disc golf but isn't very good 
because the discs are too heavy. For 
more information: Bill Camp, 1113 
Wightman St., Niles, MI. 49120. Phone: 
(616) 684-7299. 

Congratulations to Mike and Michele 
Cozzens on the birth of their daughter 
Willow Gayle Cozzens. Willow entered 
the disc golf world on March 9, 1995 at 
6lbs., 12 oz. The Cozzens' say "PDGA # 
will be coming soon .. .look out Women's 
Division!" 

Lanora Davidson of Tube Tone Concepts 
has devised a 38 question disc golf 
survey covering a wide variety of topics. 
Players are asked to respond to 
questions such as "How long have you 
played disc golf?" "How far is it to your 
local course?" "What divisions do you 
compete in?" "How many times a week 
do you pbiy?" The survey also digs 
deeper for player opinions on other 
matters: "What do you think is the best 
aspect of disc golf (and the worst)?" "If 
you're a lapsed member of the PDGA, 
why did you let your membership 
expire?" "Do you feel the PDGA spends 
too much time and money on 
professional golfers at the expense of 
casual golfers?" Lanora is striving to get 

an accurate picture of the type of people 
that play disc golf. 100 completed 
surveys is her goal. Help out a good 
cause and call Lanora at (512) 444-9402 
and she'll be happy to mail you a copy to 
complete and return to her. She even 
has the survey on-line for computer 
jockeys. Results of the survey will be 
published in a future issue of the 
Journal . 

Hats off to Dr. Sally A. Leme and Iowa 
pro Jeff Harper for integrating disc golf 
into the Unified Sports Program last 
October. Dr. Leme is the area 
coordinator of the Grant Wood Area 
Education Agency in Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa. The Grant Woods AEA supports 
the Unified Sports Program along with 
the Iowa Special Olympics for the 
purpose of mainstreaming children with 
mild disabilities. The Unified Sports 
Program allows regular middle school 
kids and those with special needs to 
learn to relate to each other as 
individuals rather than relying on 
stereotypes. Harper volunteered to 
conduct the clinics and demonstrations. 
The pilot program was a complete 
success with each group of students 
rising to the challenge of learning a new 
game. While the students played their 
nine holes, there were shouts of joy, 
laughter, and genuine enthusiasm. This 
spring the Iowa Special Olympics is 
planning an all-state Unified Sports Day 
for middle and high school students in 
Des Moines on the Drake University 
campus. Harper and the Des Moines 
Disc Golf League plan to introduce disc 
golf to students from all over the state. 
Dr. Leme feels Iowa is within the 
National Special Olympics view and disc 
golf could be picked up nationally if Iowa 

Breaking records left and right ... 
July 30th, 1993-Peter Albers, 166g Viper, 

193.58 meters (World Record) 
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August 11th, 1993-Niclas Berghamn, 179g Viper, 
197.38 meters (New World Record) 

August, 1994-Scott Stokely, 160g Viper, 
195.32 meters (USA Record) 

Get your hands on the disc more pros turn to for 
huge turnovers; short, hard hyzers, or just a 
straight crush into a fierce ·wind ... the Viper! 

Weight range: 140-180 grams 

has a good showing. Anyone who has the 
opportunity to help this program should 
do so. It's very rewarding work and the 
children are terrific to work with. 

Bill Wright, owner of Ft. Collins based 
The Wright Life, is the new pr~sident of 
the World Flying Disc Federation. 
Wright has a long involvement with all 
aspects of disc sports including world 
championship competition in freestyle, 
overall play and ultimate. ·He has served 
as head of the FPA in the past and has 
chaired WFDF's freestyle committee 
since its inception. Wright has also 
hosted major events such as the U.S. · 
Open and the Amateur Disc Golf World 
Championships. His primary goal is to 
establish new major sponsors and 
establish a working relationship toward 
national and international television 
exposure-from WFDF NEWS. 

O.B. Productions has announced 
sponsorship from I:iniova-Champion 
Discs to begin initial production and 
distribution of a monthly half-hour disc 
golf cable television program. Disc Golf 
Television or DGTV has been running on 
Indianapolis cable systems for the last 
two years and is currently in its 26th 
episode. The Innova sponsorship will 
allow DGTV to be broadcast by 100 cable 
systems around the country beginning in 
May. These 100 systems represent over 
50 cities and over 30 million households! 
Local sponsorship is critical to long-term 
broadcasting. Local individuals, clubs, 
businesses, parks departments, etc. can 
sponsor DGTV on their cable system for 
only $50 per month-a great bargain. 
Sponsors will receive recogcition on each 
program and local producers may add 
their phone number and address to each 

program. Anyone with high quality 
video· tape footage of interesting or 
unusual disc golf action or activities is 
encouraged to submit it to DGTV. 
Individuals interested in being a local 
producer or sponsor should contact 
Dennis Byrne or Mike Osburn at O.B. 
Productions, 1842 Bauer Rd. , 
Indianapolis, IN 46218. Phone: (317) 
578-8553. 

Having trouble moving up the work 
ladder? Then it's time to move up the 
disc golf ladder. Lance Coles and friends 
in Ankeny, Iowa have set up a ladder 
challenge. If your club doesn't have a 
ladder challenge, here's all you do: 
Charge a nominal fee to be part of the 
ladder challenge. Issue players part of 
the challenge a number. They'll always 
be on the ladder unless they surrender 
their number. A challenge consists of an 
18-hole round. When you are challenged, 
you have two weeks to respond. A time 
and place must be decided. The 
challenged player gets to decide course, 
tees, and any specific course rules. If the 
challenging player beats someone from a 
higher division, they move to the higher 
division, and the loser moves down. Pro 
prizes could be along the lines of 90% of 
entry fees paid to the top two numbers 
(i.e. 60-30). Amateur prizes could be 
awarded to the top three numbers. Give 
the ladder challenge a shot! 

By the time you read this, Stevens 
Point, Wisconsin should have a new 18-
hole course. Bill Stolpha and Duster Don 
Hoffman designed the layout, with the 
length in the 4800 foot range. 

Think of our newest long distance driver as the 
Viper's little brother-same diameter, but not as 
overstable. The medium sized (21. 7 em) Raven is 
easy to grip and perfect for anyone searching for 

more distance. Makes a great roller too! 
Weight range: 140-180 grams 

To find the Innova-Champion distributor nearest you or for more 
information about their complete line of golf discs contact: 

lnnova-Champion Discs, Inc. 
1735 Monticello Ct., Ontario, CA 91761 

[909] 947-7885 



Michigan·s Premier 
Disc Golf Merchandiser 
Specializing in: 

• Custom J-Bird Hot Stamps 
(4 Designs available on Discraft and lnnova Champion) 

• NAKED WEARTM Disc Golf Apparel 

Special Discounts For Disc Golf Clubs 

For The Best Prices Available Call or Write: 
Jay Matthes 
735 Bon Air 

Lansing, Ml 48917 
(51 7) 323-4 726 

~1St 

14th Haikey Creek Classic 
The Professional Disc Golf Association 1995 Pro Tour 

B tier tournament 

June 3 & 4, 1995 
Haikey Creek Park I 13th & South Garnett Rd. 

Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Divisions & Entrys 

Pro-$37.00 Am Master- $27.00 Am Women- $17.00 
Pro Master- $32.00 Adv. Am - $22.00 Novice- $10.00 
Pro Women- $27.00 Amateur- $17.00 Junior- $5.00 

Player's package with entry! 

Hosted by: Tulsa Disc Golf Club For info call: Rick Neil 
918-622-6648 

WAJ.J. 
Ctl~ 
Official Sponsor 

Sponsored by: 

THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS FOR DISC GOLF 

Metal DISCatcher basket 
to be given away! 

No One goes home a loser! 

Slcy 
South 

DISC GOLF BAGS! 
SKY SOUTH DISC GOLF BAGS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES! 

Our large bag can accommodate 18 to 20 discs, and our small bag can accommodate 10 to 12 discs. 

CONSTRUCTED OF HEAVY WEIGHT, WATER-REPELLENT CORDURA NYLON 
for years of dependable service. 

AVAILABLE IN SIX GREAT GOLF COLORS! 
Brown, Black, Navy, Burgundy, Forest Green or Autumn Camouflage 

THE SKY BAG IS THE BEST ON THE MARKET! 
The Sky Bag features a roomy zipper pocket for your valuables, a score card/pencil holder, a rain flap, one 

putter/utility pocket, an umbrella holder, bottle holder, a towel "D" ring, a padded shoulder strap, 
and plastic insert reinforced bottom and side walls (inserts are removable to allow for machine washing). 

The large bag retails for $40 and the small bag can be purchased for $32. Include $3.50 S!H for each order. 

Wholesale disc, clothing, or bag inquiries WELCOMED! 

If you're not buying from SKY SOUTH, you're paying too much! 

Lightning, lnnova, and Discraft Discs 
available in your choice of weights & colors. 
Tournament Directors call for Special Tournament Prices! 
1-5-$6.50 ea., 6-9-$6.00 ea., 10-20-$5.00 ea. 
Need more? Call or write for your special price! Reply to: 
SKY SOUTH, P.O. Box 9662, MOBILE, AL 36691-0662 
or caU (205) 478-0379 (6pm-1 Opm CST) 



May 6-7· World's Biggest Disc Golf Weekend 
Everywhere-John Houck (512) 385-6789 

May 13 9th Annual John Kramer Open 
Ottumwa, IA Tom Cremer (515) 683-3658 

May 13-14 Grateful Disc Spring Frisbee Festival 
Ft. Collins, CO Bill Wright (303) 484-6932 

May 13-14 Team Golf Invitational 

L 

Lac Du Flambeau, WI Mike Cozzens (715) 588-3233 
May.13-14 Spring Fling 

San Diego, CA Snapper Pierson (619) 692-3607 
May 13-14 Charlotte Open 

Charlotte, NC Alan Beaver (704) 364-0726 
May 20-21 Magnolia Open 

Mobile, AL Terry Rester (205) 645-0636 
May 20-21 Breeze & Treeze 

Rockland/Kirkland, DE Bill Yerd (302) 652-3799 
May 20-21 Peoria Open 

Peoria, IL Bill Wallis Sr (309) 676-8561 
May 20-21 Fox Valley Open 

Appleton, WI Tom Jenkins (414) 735-9495 
May 20-21 Great Northwest Open 

Whistler's Bend, OR Steve Wright (503) 839-4019 
May 20-21 1995 Lakefront Open 

Kingsport, TN Vernon Kimball (615) 288-6374 
May 20-21 Nevada Flying Disc Championships 

Las Vegas, NV Mike Cloyes (702) 454-2144 
May 20-21 Dirty Ratz Open 

Austin, TX Rick Navarro (282-8914 
May 27 Planet Boulder 

Boulder, CO John Bird (303) 666-1989 
May 27-28 16th Norman Pro-Am 

Norman, OK Kent Johnson (405) 364-3594 
May 27-28 Des Moines Disc Golf Challenge . 

Des Moines, IA Steve Nixt (515) 999-2279 
May 27-28 Bob West Memorial 

Scottsdale, AZ Dave Demery (602) 423-0629 
May 27-28 Windjammer Open 

Stockton, CA T.C. Bare (209) 983-9032 
May 27-28 Octad/Lenapee Open*** 

Erwinna, PA Joe Mela (215) 464-2605 
May 28 Canadian Disc Golf Championships 

Etobicoke, ONT Wallace Kenny (416) 278-4584 
June 1-4 1995 Japan Open ( 150 Class) 

Tachikawa, Japan JPDGA 011-81-422-55-7877 
June 3 Lakewood Open 

Seattle, WA Craig Gangloff (206) 634-0625 
June 3 Rockford Open 

Rockford, IL Jim Dill 1815) 963-0944 
June 3-4 WMMQ In-Flight Open 

lansing, Ml Jay Matthes (517) 323-4726 
June 3-4 New Mexico State Championships 

Albuquerque, I\'M Don Kirkham (505) 292-5810 
June 3-4 Star City Shootout 

Lincoln, NE Kim Theesen (402) 476-8892 
June 3-4 Haikey Creek Classic 

Tulsa, OK Rick Neil (918) 622-6648 
June 3-4 Brandenberg 4 

Brandenberg, KY Larry Cave 1502) 935-0978 
June 4 Kennewick Open 

Kennewick, WA Darrel Mohl (509) 546-0545 
.June 10 4th Annual Call Park Challenge 

Algona, IA Todd Wilhite (515) 295-2061 
June 10 Kinder Park Swamp-Romp 

Millersville, MD Chris Redmond (410) 626-8294 
June 10-11 Kansas City Wide Open 

Kansas City, MO/KS Rick Rothstein (913) 648-1905 
June 10-11 Lakeport Open CPro) 

Lakeport, CA Michael Travers (916) 265-5358 
June 10-11 20th Annual Southeastern Nationals 

Gainesville, FL Tom Monroe (904) 378-6688 
June 10-11 Summerfe!'t 

Ardmore, OK Steve Thompt;On 1405) 226-2295 
June 10-11 Cajun Classic 

Baton Rouge, LA Kevin Wei·s (504) 924-7249 
June 10-11 Circus City Op n*** 

Peru, IN Mike Mavrick (317) 985-3187 
June 11 Druid Legend CMADC #3) 

Baltimore, MD Bobby Severe (410) 665-6956 
June 17-18 1Oth Annual Cedar Valley Summer Classic 

Waterloo, lA D.L Redman (319) 296-1747 
June 17-18 Flatts Classic XI (Amateur) 

St. Thomas, ONT Bob Harris (519) 633-7830 
June 17-18 Arkansas Disc GolfChampionships 

Little Rock, AR Preston Cowan (501) 562-6089 
June 17-18 Pickle Open 

Sheboygan, WI Barry Schultz (414) 459-8850 
June 18 North Park Open 

Seattle, WA Lowell Shields (206) 670-2548 
June 24-25 1995 Carrollton Charity Cup Classic 

Carrollton, TX Tim Wiederkehr (214) 492-6782 
June 24-25 Derby City Classic (Amateur) 

louisville, KY Dave Greenwell (502) 454-5135 
June 24-25 Gateway Open 

St. Louis, MO Mike Roberts (314) 427-0062 
June 24-25 Johnny Roberts Memorial 

Arvada, CO Giorgio Lombardi (303) 940-7079 
June 24-25 Hi/Lo Pro-Am 

Lakeport/Ukiah, CA Mustang Harris (707) 462-5989 
June 24-25 Pittsburgh Flying Disc Open 

Pittsburgh, PA Keith Clark (412) 538-8745 
June 24-25 13th Annual Horizons Park Classic 

Winston-Salem, NC Ray Adams (910) 744-0213 
June 24-25 2nd Annual Summer Sizzler 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL Bob Roche C305) 741-3458 
July 1 Terminator Two 

Eugene, OR Q.ary Helvig (503) 687-9489 
July 1-2 Flatts Clas ic XI (Pro) 

St. Thomas, ONT Bob Harris (519) 633-7830 
July 1-2 Lake County Open 

Libertyville, IL Laurel Klatt (708) 537-8287 
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July 2 Calvert Road Open 

College Park, MA (301) 552-2712 
July 2 Terrace Creek Open 

Seattle, WA Lowell Shields (206) 670-2548 
July 8 Wallwood Discountry Open (150 Class) 

Black Forest, CO Greg Wall (719) 495-4948 
July 8-9 Duck Golf 

Fairfax Station, VA Dave Steger (703) 878-6870 
July 8-9 Mid-America Open 

Columbia, MO Alex Dadant (314) 442-5892 
July 8-9 Around-The-Park 

Vancouver, BC Rick Howard (604) 931-6078 
July 8-9 San Francisco Safari Pro-Am 

San Francisco, CA Dave Welty (510) 827-1556 
July 8-9 3 Rivers Open 

Ft. Wayne, IN T.S. Condor (219) 422-8687 
July 8-9 Cornhusker State Games (Nebraska Ams only)*** 

Lincoln, NE David Nolte (402) 489-8405 
July 9 Heritage Summerfest Open*** 

Ankeny, IA Lance Coles (515) 964-8028 
July 10-15 World Senior Overall Championships*** 

San Diego, CA Snapper Pierson (619) 280-3472 
July 15-16 Fort Steilacoom Open 

Tacoma, WA Raymond Seick (206) 588-2993 
July 15-16 3-D Open 

Mishawaka, IN Norm Hezlep (219) 287-2405 
July 15-16 Riverside Glide 

Tulsa, OK Wayne Forest (800) 800-9001 
July 15-16 4th Annual Dead Plastic Society 

Sante Fe, NM Fred Tixler (505) 471-5755 
July 16 New Joisey Fling (MADC #4) 

New Brunswick, NJ Matt LaCourte (201) 366-5225 
July 22-23 Great Lakes Open 

Ann Arbor, Ml Mark Ellis (313) 591-3737 
July 22-23 Frying Pan Amateur 

Stockton, CA T.C. Bare (209) 983-9032 
July 22-23 Illinois State Disc Golf Championships 

Joliet, IL Gary Lewis (815) 725-8964 
July 22-23 Disc or Die 

Ft. Collins, CO Randy Bristol (303) 282-9030 
July 22-23 Okie Doubles*** 

Oklahoma City, OK Daryl Johnson (405) 721-54ll 
July 26-29 PDGA World Amatem Championships 

Cincinnati, OH Tom Forde (513) 851-7 614 
July 29 Checkered Flag Open 

Indianapolis, IN Jerry Suiter (317) 353-8816 
July 29 Buzzy's Creek Open 

West Milford, NJ Dan Doyle (914) 477-0001 
July 29-30 A Call to Arm 

Omaha, NE Albert Nelson (402) 733-1595 
July 29-30 12th Annual Fritz Park Open 

Irving, TX Thor Overy (214) 721-9998 
Aug 4-6 New Horizons Open 

fra er, CO Scott Garrett (3031 8 7-9317 
Aug 5 Whistling Discs Open 

Roseburg, OR Steve Wright (503) 839-4019 
Aug 5-6 Rochester Flying Disc Open 

Rochester, NY Royce Racinowski (716J 482-8697 
Aug 5-6 Sinnissippi Open 

Sterling, IL Terry Batten (815) 626-2420 
Aug 5-6 Lakeport Open 

Highland Springs, CA ~ike Travers (916) 265-5358 
Aug 5-6 19th Oklahoma Flying Disc State hampionslups*** 

Tulsa, OK Rick Neil (918) 622-6648 
Aug 6 Lumskull Migraine Open lMADC #51 

Kirkwood. DE Tom Loveall (410) 392-9648 
Aug 12 Riverside Open 

umner, WA Drew e1p !206l 952-30 8 
Aug 14-19 PDGA World Disc Golf Championships 

Port Arthur, TX John Houck (512) 385-6789 
Aug 19-20 Sierra Shootout (Aml 

Auburn. CA Carl Kittel C916) 889-8428 
Aug 26 Dogs of Summer Open 

Elverson, PA Dave Tomaszewski 1215) 6 9-4599 
Aug 26 Rumbletown Classic 

Milwaukee. WI John Pecunia (414) 541-9350 
Aug 26-27 Kiss the Sky 

Aspen, CO Scott Holter (303) 988-5468 
Aug 26-27 Mountain-Hi Open 

Crystal Mountain, WY Bruce Mitchell (206) 663-7731 
Aug 27 Baltimore Classic 

Baltimore, MD Terry Roddy (410) 665-6956 
Sept 2-3 West Virginia Open 

D A 
Sept 10 Hot Foot Open 

Lewes, DE Rich Gilmore (302) 892-2819 
Sept 16- 17 Augusta Disc Golf Classic 

Augusta, GA Walter Clay (706) 736-0190 
Sept 16-17 18th Annual Waterloo Classic 150 (Amateur) 

Austin, TX John Houck (512) 385-6789 
Sept 16-17 Northwoods Open 

Lac Du Flambeau, WI Mike Cozzens (715) 588-3810 
Sept 16-17 1995 Florida State Disc GolfChmshps (Amateur) 

Rockledge, FL Ed Aviles, Jr (516) 561-9183 
Sept 16-17 Washington State Disc Golf Championships 

Tacoma, WA Lo'W'eH Shields (206) 670-2548 
Sept 22-24 Sacramento Charity Cup (Pro-Am) 

Orangevale/Del Campo, CA SDGA (916) 923-6437 
Sept 23-24 Tennessee's 20th Flying Disc Championships 

Nashville, TN Ken Folger (615) 662-5042 
Sept 23-24 18th Annual Waterloo Classic 150 (Pros) 

Austin, TX John Houck (512) 385-6789 
Sept 23-24 Medina Fall Classic III 

Medina, OH Leroy Jenkins (216) 273-5062 
Sept 23-24 3rd Annual Eric Yetter Memorial (MADC #6) 

Erwinna, PA Joe Mela (215) 464-2605 
Sept 23-24 Eugene Celebration 

Eugene, OR Gary Helvig (503) 687-9489 
Sept 23-24 1995 Florida State Disc Golf Chmpshps (Pros) 

Rockledge, FL Ed Aviles, Jr (516) 561-9183 
Sept 23-24 lOth Willywood Classic* 

Oklahoma City, OK Paula Stone (405) 691-7891 
Sept 24 Riverside Open 

Sumner, WA Drew Seip (206) 952-3088 
Sept 30 1995 Kitsap Open Disc Golf Tournament 

Silverdale, WA Rick Shehan (206) 779-1875 
Sept 30- Oct 1 Faultline Classic (Pro 1-State Pro Championship 

Santa Cruz, CA Marty Hapner (408) 423-0522 
Sept 30-0ct 1 North Carolina State Championship 

Raleigh, NC Carlton How~rd (919) 872-7897 
Sept 30-0ct 1 Bart Open 

Austin, TX Shari Carle (512>472-DISC 
Sept 30-0ct 1 Florida State Overall Championship 

Orlando, FL Bob Lewis ( 407 J 295-8713 
Oct 7 Forks Disc Golf Champion hip 

Roseburg, OR Steve Wright (503) 839-4019 
Oct 7-8 Shelley Sharpe Memorial 

Scottsdale, AZ Dan Ginnelly (602) 423-0629 
Oct 7- Loui iana State Di c Golf Champion. hip 

Baton Rouge, LA Kevin Wei;;s (504) 924-7249 
. Oct 13-15 Octoberfriz 

Winfield, KS Ha!Vey Barger (316) 221-1 017 
Oct 14 15th Annual Fall Disc Golf Open 

Brandenburg, KY Larry Cave (502) 935-0978 
Oct 14-15 Lumberjack Open 

Kalamazoo, MI Larry LaBond (616) 372-2489 
Oct 14-15 Fall Higher Fiver 

Huntington B~ach, CA Wayne Shurts (714}847 
Oct 14-15 hermer's Reunion*** 

,t\lbuquerque, NM herm Haworth <505) 265-2438 
Oct 14-15 belaware tate Champion ·hip~*** 

Kirkwood. DE Rich Hughe' (302) 834- 040 
Oct 14-15 Sneaky Pete 

Burhngton, NC Tim McNeil (910) 226-0460 
Oct 21-22 Brandywine Windjammer 

Rockland, DE Bill Yerd (302) 652-3799 
Oct 21-22 17th Gold Pan Open 

Sacramento, CA 1ike Traver.· (9161 265-535 
Oct 21-22 4th Annual Doug Lack .1emorial 

Tulsa, OK Rick • Teil (91 I 622-664 
Oct 21-22 Veterans Park Open (Amateur ) 

Arlington, TX ,Jim • liear. ( 17 l 428-5665 
Oct 21-22 La Vegas Ia . ic (Amateur J 

La~ Vegas,. 'V Tom ampoli (702J 98-666 
Oct 21-22 Te ·as tate Overall (;hampion. hip._* * 

Austm, T.. ~"ohn Houck (512l 383-6789 
Oct 27-29 las Vegas Classic (Pros) 

las Vegas, NV Tom Campoli (702) 898-6668 
Oct 28-29 Halloween 12 

Bowling Green, KY H.B. Clark (502J 43-84ll 
Oct 28-29 Halloween Howler 9 

Mobile, AL Terry Re ·ter (205) 645-0636 
Oct 28-29 Austin Fall Classic 

Austin, TX Shari Carle (512) 472-DISC 
Oct 28 Butch Miller Thriller 

Lancaster, PA Steve Maerz (717) 721-9755 
Nov 4 Dead Dog Woods Fall Open 

Paw Paw, WV Spencer Thurman (703) 494-3619 Elverson, PA Dave Tomaszewski (610) 689-4599 
Nov 4-5 Challenger Open Sept 2-3 Edgewood Labor Day Classic 

Madrid, IA Jeff Adams (515) 795-2687 
Sept 2-3 San Antonio Disc Golf Weekend 

San Antonio, TX David Tayloe (210) 654-3657 
Sept 2-3 Mad City Open 

Madison, WI Don Hoffman (608) 437-5193 
Sept 2-3 c·olorado State Championships 

Colorado Springs, CO Joe Bernard (719) 578-0719 
Sept 2-3 McClure Classic 

Tulsa, OK Dave King (918) 622-4472 
Sept 2-3 21st Alabama State Flying Disc Championships 

Huntsville, AL Mike Redman (205) 883-8671 
Sept 9 Newton Park Disc Golf Tournament 

Newton, IA Scott Innis (515) 236-7843 
Sept 9 Hound Dog Howler 

Felton, DE Rich Hughes (302) 834-8040 
Sept 9-10 Derby City Classic (Pro) 

louisville, KY David Greenwell (502) 454-5135 
Sept 9-10 20th Wisconsin State Overall Championships 

Sheboygan, WI Audy Schrank (414) 457-1898 
Sept 9-10 Frontier Open 

Hays, KS Ron Rice (913) 628-8334 
Sept 9-10 Caldecott Open <Pro) 

Berkeley, CA Scot Williams (510) 814-9958 
Sept 9-10 1995 Carolina Open 

Rock Hill, SC Harold Duvall (803) 366-5028 

Ardmore, OK Steve Thompson (405) 226-2295 
Nov 4-5 Gonzo Whopper III 

San Antonio, TX David Tayloe (210) 654-3657 
Nov 11-12 1995 South Carolina Disc Golf Championships 

Columbia, SC Ed Garris (803) 736-0725 
Nov 11-12 Veterans Park Open (Pros) 

Arlington, TX Jim Miears (817) 428-5665 
Nov 18-19 Fountain Hills Thrills 

Fountain Hills, AZ Dave Roach (602) 345-0935 
Dec 9-10 2nd Annual Flying Eye Amateur Championships*** 

Clearwater, FL Nick Sartori (813) 797-9017 
Dec 9-10 Heart of Texas Open 

San Marcos, TX Shari Carle (512) 472-DISC 
Dec 17 1995 Horton Solstice Chill Out 

Chapel Hill, TN Ken Folger (615) 662-S042 

All tournaments except those with asterisks*** are PDGA 
sanctioned. Tournaments in bold are 1995 A-Tier (SUPERTOUR) 
or very special events. If you see mistakes in our Calendar, 
please call us at (217) 344-3552. Or write to: 
Disc Golf Journal, 1801 Richardson Dr. £6, Urbana. IL 61801. 
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CYCLONE™ 165-176 GRAMS (21.3 em) 
The CyctoneTN Is the hotten selling gclf disc on the 
planet. This disc has already set two world recot'ds. 
Choose the disc that pros evei)'Where use for maxi
mum distance with pinpoint occuocy. There's smpty 
no finer disc golf drtver mode today I 

TYPHOON™ 165-lBOGRAMS (21.9em) 
If you love the Cyclone,u Dlsctaft's new Typho~ Is 
for you. This new high performcn:e disc Is more 

/ 

overstoble and will handle windy condlHons like a 
breeze. Another amazing disc from the new d. t,lng 
force~ disc golf technology ... QISCRAFJ 

ECLIPSE'fT'.A 168-182 GRAMS (22.0 em) 
The EcllpserMls o low flying super long flyer. This disc 
Is a good choice tor beginners and Is one of our 
most popular discs ever. The EcllpseTN also makes a 
great roller dlsc. 

MAilAUDERrM 168-184 GRAMS (22.3 em) 
The Moroudefllolls a very stable long distance 
drtver. It goes for and Is extremely predictable. The 
Marauder TN Is especially good~ windy conditions. 
An exceUent choice for both begtmers and pros. 

TRACEilrM 172-182 GRAMS (22.3 em) 
The Trocefllolls a more over stable EcHpsen.c type 
disc. It will toke a higher release speed without 
flmover. Throw low and hard for long occuro1e 
drives. 

HA WKTM 170-176 GRAMS (21.4 em) 

RATTLERrM 165-175GRAMS (21 em) 
The Rottlen.t Is a super occuate putter-opprooch 
golf disc. 1hls excellent new else fib a void In many 
peoples bog. The Rot1ter~~o~ls a slow. nat~ disc 
that wl get you In dose from up to 1 s:J- 200' and let 
you noll more of those 40 to 80 foot monster putts. 

MAGNET™ 165-175 GRAMS (21.1 em) 
The Magnet ~~o~ls a perfect putter .. not too hard. not 
too soft. It goes In and stays ln. This disc ls excelent In 
the wind. and makes o superb rrid range drtver and 

· approach disc. Slam the cham with the Mognet~~o~. 

VOilTEXTM 172-180 GRAMS (21. 7 em) 
The VorteXlN super stable driver Is similar In design 
and flight characteristics to the Edlpse'M but Is very 
overstoble. This disc will fly Into a wind better than 
any. It Is also great for sharp turns at the end of the 
tl(j'lt. 

SHADOW™ 172-183 GRAMS (22.1 em) 
The ShodOW!Iol tps a more domed top than most of 
our other drivers. This creates more stobiUty and 
ease of control. The ShodoWIM con be thrown with 
a higher tlg,t path and greater arm speed. 

DEUCEN 172-178 GRAMS (21.7 em) 
The Deuc8llolls our best disc for beginners. This disc 
wll fty straight at lower speeds. At higher speeds 
ttvow with outer edge down. A low fll(tlt path Is 
preferable. The beuce~~o~ls a good mid speed 
t\xnover disc and short range roler. 

e· 
-;/ 

The Howk~~o~ls our best oil purpose drtver and Is a 
great disc for long accurate drtves. espedoly on 
tight fairways. The Howk~~o~ls a stable flying. easy to 
ttvow disc that wll hold a great line going strolg,t. 
left. or rlQt:~t. You asked for It and Olscfoft mode lt. PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CAJ;4LOG 

/ 
PRO GOLF DISCS 

1042 Bensfein Rd. # 106 Walled lake, Ml 48390 Voice: (8 /OJ 624-2250 Fax.· (810) 624-2310 



1995 PDGA Pro National Doubles 

Story by 
John Houck 

Photos by 
Frank Hubbard 

]]l or Austin's many disc golfers, 
the trip to Round Rock is a 
short 20-40 minutes. With half 

the holes over 300 feet, a lake, a lot of 
open shots, and well-maintained scenic 
views, Old Settlers Park can be more 
appealing than any of our other 
courses. It is definitely a different 
environment. 

For some out-of-state players, it 
may seem like a different planet. As 

Colorado transplant Mike Rand<>lph, 
who finished third last year with 
Darrell N odland. Valencia arrived 
with his former traveling partner, Dan 
Ginnelly, who had never finished 
better than fifth here. Mitch 
McClellan hooked up with Crazy John 
Brooks, and John Ahart brought along 
Bamba Rico. Gregg Hosfeld had 
finished third here twice, and put his 
fate in the hands of comeback player 
Sarri Grizzaffi, the guy who was close 
to beating Climo in the Arizona 
Worlds. Eric Marx thought this might 
be the big one for him and fellow 
Texan Mike Sayre. There was 
Circular Skies champ Randy Terrazas 
and all-time great Clint McClellan. 
Then, of course, there was the "til 

strength for the big 
show, but this was a 
preview of what was 
to come in Open. 

Stokely and 
Randolph shot a 48 in 
Best Disc on the north 
course to take the 
early lead with 
Hosfeld and Grizzaffi. 
.Climo and Greenwell 
were one shot back, 
followed by Valencia I 
Ginnelly and locals 
Scott Michaelsen and 
James McCaine. 

The second 
round was Best Shot 
on the south course. 
Climo and Greenwell 
shot a course record 
45, but so did Stokely 
and Randolph, setting First-time National Doubles competitor Amy Cridland 
up a head-to-head walked away with a first place trophy. 

matchup for the 
crucial Alternating Shot round Sunday 
moming. Valencia and Ginnelly were 
still in third, tied with Carrollton 
slingsters Matt Frank and Rob Knight. 
The third place teams were four shots 
down, followed by Hosfeld I Grizzaffi 
(five back) and McClellan I Brooks and 
Michaelsen I McCaine (six back). 

Shot more than Dave Greenwell, and it 
was no surprise that he and Ken shot 
the best round at 52. But Scott and 
Mike cruised to a 53 and a three
stroke win, making Stokely the third 
Open player to win National Doubles 
twice, and the first to win with 
different partners. 

Bob Herbert (above) and partner Fred Salaz dethroned three-time defending 
Masters Champions Biff Barfield and Glenn Hale. 

The weatherman was calling for 
thunderstorms Sunday morning, but 
all we got was lots of wind. Stokely 
and Randolph picked up a stroke on 
the second hole, only to lose it on the 
third hole. They got another stroke on 
four, but Ken and Dave took it back on 
#7. Another stroke for the leaders on 
#8 was wiped out on #9. Scott and 
Mikey picked up the lone par on #11, 
followed by the lone birdie on #13. 
Their lead was three when Climo and 
Greenwell took a six on 823-foot #14. 
Suddenly the lead was five. The 
former champs birdied #18 alone, but 
the damage had been done. Mitch Mac 
and Crazy finally came to life with a 
52 to move into second, tied with 
Frank I Knight, Valencia I Ginnelly, 
and Climo I Greenwell. All were four 

Meanwhile, the top two women's 
teams, Tanner I Hughes and Powell I 
Cridland, started the finals tied. 
Lehmann and Carle had dropped to 
ten strokes back. It was a two-team 
race, at least until the first hole of the 
finals. Tanner and Hughes found the 
wind and the trouble on Hole #1, 
taking a 7 to Powell I Cridland's 4. 
The lead grew to four strokes before 
Kelli and Beth picked up three strokes 
on #6, #7, and #8. But Becky and Amy 
birdied #9 and never looked back. National Doubles rookie Stan 

McDaniel said, "I thought I had a well
rounded golf game. I don't know what 
to do out here. There's not enough 
trees to hit. I never imagined people 
play disc golf like this." Stan may 
have exaggerated a bit. He later 
confessed part of his helplessness 
came from inexperience with some of 
the four doubles formats used in the 
toumament. "I've never had to think 
this way on a course before. I like to 
just. step up and throw." For a recoi:d
tying 64 teams, there was a lot to 
think about. 

The current Masters World 
Champion was not alone in a feeling of 
helplessness. The '95 National 
Doubles featured a ferocious Sunday 
wind. Many a Viper came out of the 
bag within 100 feet of the hole. 

Like the Pleasure Island courses, 
Old Settlers is long and narrow. With 
a south wind, close to half the holes 
were upwind. Of course, almost half 
were downwind, resulting in several 
happy moments. Rollmaster Ziggy 
King, playing in the Grand Masters 
division, put his second shot past the 
pin on the 969-foot original hole #17, 
and he and partner Skip Maxwell took .. 
a rare three. Soon thereafter they hit 
hole #4, longer and harder than #17, 
and upwind. Did I mention rain the 
week before had widened the ~reek? 
Many teams were snakebit. 

When it's all said and done, the 
courses and formats are only part of 
the challenge. The real test is 
teamwork, which begins with the 
choice of a partner. There were 
several surprises this year, as veteran 
players continued to recombine in new 
pairs, hoping to find the perfect match 
of temperament, knowledge, and skill. 

1994 champions Scott Stokely and 
Steve Valencia returned with new 
partners. . Stokely chose fellow 
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death do us part" team of Ken Climo 
and David Greenwell, quiet and 
confident. In four years of playing 
together, they had two wins, a sudden 
death loss, and a third. Can you say 
"smart money?" 

Master teams included the 
superstar combo of Stan McDaniel and 
Bob Vanderboss. Bob Herbert and 
Fred Salaz were back in the "older but 
wiser" division after taking 16th in 
Open in 1993. 

In the women's division, Beth 
Tanner made her 
first appearance 
here, teaming with 
'93 champ Kelli 
Hughes. 1994 
runner-up Becky 
Powell picked up 
Amy Cridland, 
while two-time 
runner-up Andi 
Lehmann hooked 
up with Shari 
Carle. Felecia 
Baumgartner, who 
has· won this event 
each of the three 
times she has 
played, stayed 
home, as did '94 co
champion Arlene 
Aranda. 

The fun began 
on Friday. Leslie 
Sweet and John 
Ruvalcaba took the 
Mixed Pairs title. 
A few hours later, 
Stokely and 
Randolph claimed 
the Tough Shot 

off the lead. 
The final round is 6 holes of Best 

Shot, 6 holes of Best Disc, and 6 holes 
of Worst Shot. No one loves Worst 

W or 1 d Champion- r1ij~~gi!;t~!J!~J~~:~:~~!~f~['~~t.f~~~(g;;~~~~;1'~t~~~~:~~f~l~~f~~~~~!i~~ ships by seven ~ 
strokes. Some of 
the top teams were 
saving their 

Crazy John's solid puffing helped he and partner Mitch 
McClellan shoot a third round 52, 

the best of any Open team. 

The roller coaster ride this weekend 
was in the Masters' division. Johnny 
Mac and Brent took the early lead, 
with Kubala I Richardson in second, 
followed by Vanderboss I McDaniel 
(four back) and four teams six back: 
Herbert I Salaz, Barfield I Hale, Bums/ 
Randolph, and Galchutt I Oringderff. 
It looked like everyone had settled in. 

But after Sunday's alternating shot 
round on the south course, it looked 
like the wind had blown down the 
scoreboard and someone had randomly 
replaced the names. Herbert I Salaz 
went from six down to two up with a 
smokin' 53. Romberg I Cloyes moved 
from eighth to fifth, while Barfield I 
Hale disappeared. Richardson I 
Kubala dropped to fourth, while 
V anderboss I McDaniel met McClellan/ 
Edwards in second. 

Fred and Bob kept their lead for 
just two holes, and by the fourth hole 
Bob and Stan had passed them. By 
the last hole, the "Dream Team" of 
Vanderboss and McDaniel had a 2-
stroke lead. But they were bitten by 
the Worst Shot snake, taking a 
quadruple bogey on the dangerous 
south #3. Salaz I Herbert had just one 
bogey stroke on the hole to win by a 
single shot. 

In keeping with the trend of bigger 
turnouts. at PDGA events, the Pro 
Doubles drew 128 players, pushing the 
purse to $8,340. The rain never 
materialized, leading the TD to offer a 
lesson. "Never call the TD to ask what 
the weather's going to be like. He 
doesn't know, and neither does anyone 
else." For most players, it was one of 
many lessons learned at Round Rock. 0 



The 3rd Annual WMMQ/Injlight 0 
~ JuneJ-4,1995 

Location: Grand woods Park 
Lansing, MI 

$2,000 added to pro purse 

*PDGA SuperTour event 72 holes *Field events to include MTA, Distance, Accuracy, Freestyle, Guts, and Footbag 
*Two 18-hole courses *Field limited to 144 golfers *Players Meeting-9:30AM *Tee Off Time-10:00 AM 

Sponsored by: 
WMMQ 92.7 FM, 

Inflight Sports, The Capitol City Renegades, 
Discraft, Innova, Lightning, Wham-0, 
Jay Bird Discs, Disc Golf Journal & 

Disc Golf World News 

lOOo/o Entry 
fee returned 

to Open division 

Friday, June 2nd 
Best Shot Doubles 

$10 per person 
Random draw 

5 p.m. registration 
6 p.m. tee off 

~ ________ AILMerchandis~Sales wii!J>~UnderJ;ontract VIAintlj&ht Sports. CALL_{.3131._f}95-3323 _ _________ _ 

Disc Golf $52. 0pen, Masters, Pro WomenO $42 Senior Grand Masters 0 $37 Am 10 
$27AmiiO Distance$100 MTA$100 Accuracy$100 

All PDGA members must show cards. Non-PDGA members must add $5 to entry fee. 

Name:------------------------------ Address:---------------
Phone: --------------------- PDGA#: ------

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE 1D THE CAPITOL CITY RENEGADES MAIL GOLF ENTRIES 1D CAPITOL CITY RENEGADES 
C/0 JAY MAITHES 735 BON AIR, lANSING, MI 489I7 GUTS, FREESTYLE, AND FCXITBAG COMPETITORS CONTACT PAD TIMMONS AT (313) 995-3323 

91 1 Howard St. 
KAlAMAZOO 

21 5 S. State St. 

#1 6 1 6-345-7040 507 E. Grand River 
ANN ARBOR 

313-995-3323 

Disc Golf Bags: by Wall City, Sky South, and 
Lightning. 
In Flight Golf Bags: (designed by Sky South). 
Best buy on the market, all bags have solid bottom, 
two sides solid for absolute stability, beverage, pencil, 
and scorecard holder, mini and putter pocket, padded 
strap, zipper pouch, and waterproof. 
Medium holds 10-12, Large holds 20-21, 
w/wo/adjustable straps, price $34 to $48. 

EAST LANSING 
517-351-8100 

Golf Discs: lhousands fnxn lnnova, Disaaft, Lightning, and Wham-0. 
Call for price quotes and catalog. 

COWOORS DISCS: 
GRATEFUL DEAD (SYF) DISCS: $9.00 ea. (Discraft only) i.e., first run X.Cyclonesl #3 
GREAT HOlES cl the WORLD DISCS: $10.00 ea. (6 for $55) i.e., series 1 and 2 
IN FUGHT OPEN DISCS: $9.00 ea. i.e., (1994) a few w/sun logo, #4, (1995) 
w/dragon; #1, w/dragon & pole hole, #2 (Discraft and lnnova available). 

GRATEFUL DEAD EVERYTHING!!!!!!!!!! T's, hats, stickers, dyes. 
steal your face licenced 175g. Discraft Ultra Stars discs- $10.00 -12.00 Ultra-Violet and Glo 

af~s J. foO$~"' Call Now-We Ship Immediately!!! (517)351-8100 \"\'k 0~ t'\oc.ke1 Add $4.00 for shipping $1 0.0? 2nd day air, $30.00 next day air. • 
~O· • VISA, MASTERCARD, AM-X, and D1scover, or send Check to East Lans1ng. 
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The Tournament Director's tools 
by K. i m The e.s en 

J.lfter attending ten and directing two 
events last year, I have compiled a 
list of items that are, in my opinion, 

essential for the well-run disc golf 
tournament. 

Complete Information Mailers. These 
should include all the necessary details, 
like a map and directions to the course, 
hotel info, divisions and fees, sanctioning, 
TD phone numbers and mailing address. 

Schedule/Program. The original 
information mailer could double for this, or 
this could be printed with the course map. 

Course Maps. A must item, but way too 
often overlooked. The map should include 
hole distances and alternate tee or pin 
placements, when applicable. 

Tourney in Progress Signs. Do 
whatever is necessary to let others in the 
park know a tournament is going on. Use 
signs, balloons, flags, skywriting, 
whatever. Everyone who wanders into the 
tournament site should know a big event is 
taking place. Encourage people to watch 
and hand them a copy of the program or 
tournament schedule. 

More than One Women's Division. If 
you offer them, they will come. Novice, 
Intermediate, Advanced, and Pro Open. If 
there aren't enough trophies, you can 
always give out plastic. We must 
encourage women to play. 

and Advanced. No Roman numerals, no 
numbers. Masters (40+), Grand Masters 
(50+) and Senior Grand Masters (60+) can 
be used for Pros and Ams whenever 
applicable. In order to encourage younger 
players, Junior divisions can be subdivided 
according to the TD's wishes. Ditto for the 
novices. 

For the novices and juniors ..• Avoid 
fivesomes whenever possible. And if you 
don't want them shooting six or seven 
strokes per hole, give them short tees! 
Consider playing them for <Jnly two rounds. 
It'll get them itching for more and will 
open up the field on the second day. 
Encourage them to come back to help out 
and start a gallery. 

Water stations. Have lots of them in the 
summertime with volunteers checking 
them regularly. 

Rest rooms. Some parks and ree 
departments may not be prompt about 
opening the rest room facilities, but every 
course must have some facility provided. 
It's not environmentally correct and doesn't 
do much for PR if scores of golfers are 
urinating in the park. Rent portables if 
you have to. 

Scoreboard. Make it visible with large 
friendly letters. Create a space to post 
starting times for the next round. 

Discs for Sale. There always should be a 
well-stocked disc collection for sale. Idea: 
Offer one free marker disc to all novice 
players. 

PDGA Rule Book. Announce you will 
follow it and have several copies available. 
And for all you PDGA members, shell out 
the $6 and get certified as an official. It's 
relatively painless. 

And speaking of divisions .•. Is anybody 
else out there confused of the multitude of 
division names? Am, Pro Open, Masters, 
Advanced, Novice, Am I, Am II, Women, 
etc. For PDGA sanctioned tournaments, 
we need two categories: professional and 
amateur. Professional divisions should be · Scorecards. Design some that are not 

Idea: Invest in those little clipboards and 
tie pencils to each one. They're worth 
every penny. 

The Early Registration Option. In the 
future, it will be the rule, not the 
exception. When it is offered, don't make 
those who have preregistered fill out any 
forms. Have the player's preregistration 
form at tourney central in an alphabetized 
preregistration pile and simply check off 
the name when the player arrives. 

Plan B. What are you going to do if you get 
more than ninety players? It happens. 
Playing in a fivesome is bad enough, six is 
impossible. Either limit the field or create 
more holes or tee times. 

Round One Groupings. There is some 
confusion in the rule book concerning the 
exact interpretation of what exactly "All 
players will be randomly grouped or seeded 
for the first round .. " For our B and C-Tier 

. tourneys, we mix all the players (pros, 
ams, women, and novices) for the first 
round. It is a great learning experience for 
new players to play with an Open player. 

Mercifully short players' meetings. 
Thank everyone for coming. Announce 
OB's and any last minute logistical 
changes in the course layout(s). Send 
groups to their assigned tees. And save 
general announcements (up and coming 
tournaments, parties, etc.) for between 
rounds or at the end of the day. 

Allow adequate time •.• for all players to 
get to their tees before blasting the two 
minute warning. Ideas: send groups to the 
far end of the course first. Who says hole 
assignments have to be announced in 
numerical order? And TD's, walk out with 
the group that has the longest walk. When 
you get there, start the two minute 
warning. 

Open, Masters, and Women. Amateur cumbersome (one side only and no folds). Allow at least one hour between 
divisions should be Novice, Intermediate Design them for fivesomes. There should rounds for ALL players. It starts when 
Women, Advanced Women, Intermediate, be no scoring or scribbling in the margins. the last group gets in ... not the first. 

Free Stuff. If you are fortunate enough to 
get donated merchandise (i.e. key rings, 
cups, etc.) don't give these away as awards 
to the top finishers. It not only looks 
cheap, it is cheap. Disc golfers know what 
has value. Give free stuff to the CTP's, or 
pad the players' packages. 

Player Packages. This is a real 
conundrum. Should you have player packs? 
If you do, what should you put in them? 
What is good and what is bad is a highly 
debatable topic (discs, shirts, misc.) It's a 
toss up: if the entry fee is steep, you better 
give away some good stuff. Idea: If you're 
hosting a weekend tourney, a Friday night 
check-in social is a good idea. Give out the 
player packs and meet and greet 
everybody. 

Prizes. Generally speaking, for amateur 
players try to award the top third of each 
division with something. For pros, cash 
payouts based on the Ruth-Voakes system 
seems to work for most tourneys. 

Make sure everybody gets something. 
The poor guy at the bottom of a division 
has paid his entry fee and it's a challenge 
just to finish 72 holes. Make sure he or she 
has a positive experience. In addition to a 
players' package, provide a snack (fruit or 
drinks for breakfast), or if food is not 
provided, make a deal with a local deli or 
sandwich shop to bring food to the course. 
This gives players a chance to rest instead 
of running around getting lunch. And, at 
an absolute minimum, have accurate 
directions to local restaurants. 

Volunteers. Long before the tourney 
begins, make a list of every conceivable 
thing that needs to be done. Recruit, bribe, 
beg, threaten, do what you gotta do to get 
some nonplayers to assist. 

Start on Time. 'N uff said. Cl 
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SERVING UP ALL YOUR DISC GOLF ENTREES INCLUDING THE HOT NEW 
"SPEEDY" AND "DISC GOLF CAFE" DESIGNS ON: 

GIVE US A CALL FOR ALL 
YOUR DISC GOLF SUPPLIES 
AND ACCESSORIES AT:· 

(513) 242-9030 OR WRITE 

• COFFEE CUPS 
• BASEBALL JERSEYS 
·SWEATSHIRTS 
• COLLARED SHIRTS 

• QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
• CLUB DISCOUNTS 
··FREE MINI TO FIRST 25 ORDERS 

DISCNDAT 
DAN BAYLESS 
6009 VINE ST. #2 
CINCINNATI, OH 45216 

• T-SHIRTS 
·MINIS 
·DISCS 
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IFO Discaddy . .. 
The Best Disc Golf Bag Made 

STANDARD BAG: $30.00 holds 10-12 discs 
BIG BROTHER BAG: $40.00 holds 18-20 discs 

FEATURES: 
• New Padded Strap on both sizes 
• Rain cover on both sizes 
• Constructed of nylon pack cloth & nylon cordura 
• Plastic inserts in front, back & bottom to keep discs from warping 
• Water bottle holder • "D" Ring for towel 
• Pen & pencil holder • Open top for easy access 
• Wallet pocket with zipper to all discs 

AVAILABLE_ IN ASSORTED COLORS 

. 

?.~!!c£~=~~ discs 
II brands, assorted weights and colors 

-MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 
IFO, c/o Tom Monroe, 2426 NW 119th Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32609 

Ph. 904-378-6688 
"Ask about our free brochure" 

discButtons™ 
Promote your 

disc club 
and golf tourney! 

Great idea for 
players' packs, 

prizes, and 
promotion! 

Created with your 
camera ready art or 
our custom design. 

Send No. 10 SASE for sample button and price/ist. 

disC lock~ 
Your favorite disc 

becomes a wall clock! 
$16.95 plus $3 S/H 

Specify make, model, 
and color choic,s. 

disk1magesTM 
1008 5 32nd StrEEt 
lincoln. NE 68510-3230 · Oi!) 476-8892 

Distinct Disc Golf Graphics/ 
Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 

cash, Check, or Money Order. No coos. 
Cyclone TM by Dlscratt. Inc. 

THE 

AVAILABLE AT GOOD DISC SPORT SUPPLIERS OR 
CALL CIRCULAR PRODUCTIONS AT (512) 385-6789 
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X-C lone 
Manufacturer: Discraft, Inc 

(810) 624-2250 
Specs: 21.4cm -177.6g limit 

Overall rating: ****1/2 

When Discraft released the 
Typhoon last fall, some players said it 
wasn't quite as overstable as they had 
hoped. So, in their never-ending quest 
to satisfy top pros' hunger for overstable 
plastic, Discraft introduces the X-Clone. 

Discraft's Jim Kenner admits he 
tries to appease the biggest of the big 
arms in hopes of achieving a new world 
record with a Discraft disc (an Innova
Champion disc has held the Open 
distance World Record since 1988-first 
a Phenix, then a Viper). Kenner's 
getting close: Masters and Women's 
World records were broken last year 
with Cyclones. 

Both the Typhoon and X-Clone can -
be lumped into Discraft's Cyclone family 
of discs. But the jump to the X-Clone is 
actually a smaller one in terms of 
design. The X-Clone is a Cyclone with a 
different top. In fact, the X-Clone's 
hotstamp reads, "Overstable Cyclone 
driver." 

More overstable than the Typhoon, 
the X-Clone's design is based on the 
step-edged Shadow. Look at the edge of 
the X-Clone and you'll see the 
similarity. A few years ago, Kenner 
discovered certain Shadows were more 
overstable than others based on how 
they popped out of the mold. A small 
horizontal edge formed on the disc and 
dramatically increased its overstability. 
Kenner views the step edge almost as a 
miniature "wing." 

The X-Clone and its step edge grips 

a little differently than the standard 
Cyclone. But the same great Cyclone 
material is used in the X-Clone. We 
recently mentioned to Discraft some of 
the confusion concerning Cyclone and 
Typhoon colors and their stability. 
There is no confusion with the X-Clone. 
Every color is very overstable! 
FLIGHT TEST: As we expected, the X
Clone is not as fast as a Cyclone and 
cannot fly as far. But for very powerful 
players who can torque the big anhyzer 
throw, this may not be true. Scott 
Stokely, USA Distance Record holder 
says, "The X-Clone is the hottest new 
disc on the market. It compares to the 
old second run Viper but with Cyclone 
plastic. It's not as overstable as the 
proto or Metalhead Vipers. At very high 
speeds it flies almost flat. At the end of 
its flight it tails off less than most 
overs table discs." 

Discraft's philosophy in introducing 
new discs has generally been one of 
mass appeal-they certainly proved this 
with the Cyclone and proved it again 
with the HD Hawk. Kenner felt the X
Clone would be a targeted disc for big 
arm throwers, but he can't keep them in 
stock. X-Clones are selling as well as 
Cyclones and are finding their way 
throughout the amateur ranks as well 
as the pro ranks. 

If you still have some fear about 
throwing Cyclones into a fierce wind, 
then the X-Clone is perfect for you. It is 
by no means a beginner's disc, but 
compared to other overstable discs, it's 
much more user-friendly. 

1994 Amateur World Champion John Tinsley says, 
"The EQUALIZER Has Added 40 Feet To My Drives. " 

"Equalizer" Xertube 
Distributor: Disc-N-Tucky 

(606) 341-0156 

Overall rating: ***** 

In 1984, Illinois based SPRI 
Products, Inc. was formed to market 
unilateral (one-handed) rubber 
resistance exercise products to both the 
aerobic and rehabilitation communities. 
Fitness experts soon realized the 
tubing's benefits in regular fitness 
regimens. SPRI Products also realized 
the tremendous value of the tubing 
product for strength training and added 
a- second handle to provide users with a 
bilateral workout apparatus. 

Fred Salaz, National Doubles 
Masters Champion, is the authorized 
distributor of the Xertube, or what Fred 
prefers to call the Equalizer, for disc 
golfers. Salaz used the Equalizer 
throughout last winter and feels it has 
added distance- to his game. He 
comments, "I have been obsessed with 
distance ever since I went to my first 
Disc Derby in Louisville. After trying 
out an Xertube at my sports club, I 
bought it on the spot. It was perfect. It 
simulates throwing the disc in every 
aspect. All the same muscles are used. 
Two sets of 25 makes me feel like I 
played a couple rounds." 

The Equalizer comes complete with 
a fold-out exercise wall chart 
illustrating 12 d~fferent exercises for 
beginners and advanced fitness levels. 
The product couldn't be simpler to use: 
stick the strap end of the Equalizer into 
a door jamb and you're ready to pull and 
tug your way to more distance off the 
tee. 

The Equalizer comes in four 

different resistance models: Yellow, for 
players who throw less than 200 feet; 
Green, for players who throw in the 
200-325 foot range; Red, for players who 
throw 325-450 feet, and Blue, for 
players capable of throwing farther. 
Salaz strongly recommends warming up 
with a thinner model before tackling the 
Blue Equalizer. 

The Equalizer will keep your 
throwing arm strong during the off
season. The exercise range of motion is 
completely natural and identical to a 
drive. Full arm extension and follow 
through, critical to distance training, is 
especially easy with the thinner models. 
All our testers loved the product and 
wished we had been shipped our 
samples last October when many 
Midwesterners take a disc golf hiatus! 

Salaz introduced 1994 Amateur 
World Champion John Tinsley to the 
Equalizer last winter and here is what 
Tinsley has to say: "The Xertube is 
great for warming up, stretching and for 
working out. I use mine to develop my 
arms, wrists, shoulders, chest and mid
section. Using it three times a week for 
one hour over three months, I have seen 
a noticeable difference in the power 

· aspect of my golf game. I have added 40 
more feet to my drives." 

SPRI Products guarantees their 
tubing for six months. Cost is $13.95 
each, plus $3.00 shipping and handling. 
A super product for disc golfers! 

Introducing the 

"Equalizer" XertubeTM 
* Specifically Designed for Disc Golf 

*Improve Your Distance, Strength, Control, Flexibility, 
and Muscular Endurance! 

*Excellent For Warming Up Before a Round of Disc Golf 

*Develops Arm Speed Needed for Maximum Distance 

The ~QUALIZER is perfect for someone who 
wants to improve his or her distance, but can't 
because of work, family or other obligations. 

How bad do you want to be good? 
10 minutes a day to a better disc golf game. 

Get a great workout in just 10 minutes. (Comes complete with a workout chart) 

Available in Four Different Sizes: 

YELLOW--For players who throw less than ~00 ft. 

RED--For players who throw from 325-450 ft. 

GREEN--For players who throw from 200-325 ft. (great warm up) 

BLUE--For players who throw 450 ft. and over. (We strongly recommend 
warming up with a Green EQUALIZER before taking this one on!) 

HProper use of the EQUALIZER 
Xertube is the best way to 

thoroughly stretch and strengthen 
the muscles used for pulling the arm 

across the front of the body. " 
Scott Stokely 

US. Distance Record Holder/ 
195.71 meters 

Send Check or Money Order to: 

Cost: $13.95 each or 
2 for $26.00 + $3.00 S+H 

Quantity Discounts 
Available 

Disc-N-Tucky 
695 Triple Lake 

Crescent Springs Ky 41017 
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by Bob Yowell 

most of the articles I see 
providing tips for improving 
your game seem to center 

around the motor skills necessary. 
Certainly there is a tremendous 
amount of physics involved in 
lengthening your drives, improving 
your putts, analyzing your grip, and 
so on. All these things are important, 
but in the words of the great Yogi 
Berra, "Ninety percent of this game is 
half mental." 

Yogi said this of baseball, but it 
applies to disc golf in triplicate. You 
must have your psychological game in 
order to be effective. Concentration, 
focus, and that feeling of being "one 
with the disc" are all by-products of 
mental conditioning. Unfortunately, 
many players with tremendous 
potential reach a point where they 
never progress any further because 
they lack the ability to exercise 
mental discipline. 

For a select few, mental 
conditioning is automatic. For the 
rest of us, it must be learned. But 
how is this done? There are many 
books written on mental aspects of 
ball golf. Most of the principles in 
these books apply to disc golf. 

(~ 

One method is called imagery. 
Before you play a round of golf, 
especially an important one, play the 
round in your mind. You may have 
heard the story of the Air Force 
colonel who was taken prisoner 
during the Vietnam War. He was a 
guest at the "Hanoi Hilton" for many 
years before the war ended and he 
returned to the United States. 

The first thing he did when he 
got back was to play a round of golf. 
To everyone's amazement, he shot 
even par, right where he left off 
before being taken prisoner. Members 
of the press interviewed him 
afterward and asked him how in the 
world he managed to shoot a par 
round after not even holding a golf 
club in his hands for so many years. 
"I've practiced this round in my mind 
for five years now," he told them. He 
went on to explain how while in 
solitary confinement, he played a 
round of golf in his mind every day. 
Every drive, every approach, every 
putt. When he got into a sand trap, 
his wedge shot out was flawless. 
When he actually got to play a game, 
it was almost automatic. His mind 
was already programmed for a par 
round. 

When done correctly, men tal 
imagery can improve your disc golf 
game too. Imagine yourself playing 
the round. As you drive, make sure 
the image of the drive is appropriate 
to your skill level. Your mind will not 
accept any image which is not 
believable. If you normally throw 300 
feet for example, don't imagine 
yourself throwing 400 feet. Your 
mind will not accept this as true. 

. Imagine yourself throwing 320 feet. 
When putting, see yourself 

focusing and executing the putt. See 

the putt strike the chains and hear 
that delightful sound a dead-center 
putt makes. See yourself as calm and 
confident as you progress through the 
round. 

Everyone has heard advice from 
pro players to imagine the desired 
flight of the disc right before you 
throw it. This is simply a type of 
imagery. Remember this: the mind 
cannot tell the difference between 
fact and fantasy. If you continually 
feed your mind with images of 
yourself as a confident and effective 
disc golf player, your mind will 

He would not think, "I never miss 
putts at this distance," because never 
is a negative and part of the message 
is "miss putts." If your subconscious 
only hears this, it is liable to obey 
you. Always state your objective in 
positive terms. Have you ever heard 
someone say, "I'm no good at this 
game?" It's the same thing. You have 
already planted negative seeds. 
Never, never, NEVER engage in this 
type of self talk! 

You wouldn't get up every 
morning, pop the hood of your car, 
grab a handful of dirt and throw it in 

'' The mind cannot tell the difference 
between fact and fantasy. If you 

continually feed your mind with images 
of yourself as a confident and effective 

disc golf player, your mind will 
eventually accept this as fact. '' 

eventually accept this as fact and will 
set about making it reality. This is 
why negative self talk is so 
damaging. Negative self talk is 
poison. 

How many times have you seen 
someone say out loud, "I'll probably 
miss this putt. I've missed them all 
day today," then they promptly miss 
a six-footer? Most people don't really 
believe they1l miss a six-footer. But 
saying it out loud increases the 
chances exponentially. Even if you 
only think it to yourself without 
saying it, you are telling your 
subconscious to find a way to make it 
true. 

Have you ever lined up for a putt 
and began to doubt that you would 
make it, then missed? Let me give 
you some examples. One of the newer 
local players and I were playing a 
round and we came to a hole where 
two trees guard a narrow passage to 
the fairway. You have to be able to 
slip your drive between these two 
trees, or be graced with an almost 
certain bogey. As we were preparing 
to drive, he remarked, ''You know, I 
hit one of these trees almost every 
time! I think to myself, 'Don't hit the 
tree, don't hit the tree,' but I still do." 
This is an example of negative self 
talk. 

When you talk to yourself like 
this, you run the risk of your 
subconscious receiving only part of 
the message. In this case, your brain 
is only likely to hear the last part of 
the message, "Hit the tree," and that 
is probably what will happen nine out 
of ten times. The correct thought for 
this situation is one that concentrates 
on throwing through the opening. 
Thus, if you think to yourself, "Right 
through the opening!" before driving, 
you have increased your chance for 
success. 

A person who is doubting his 
putting ability would be much better 
off if he silently thought to himself, "I 
always make putts at this distance." 

the carburetor, would you? Your 
mind works the same way. Feed it 
only positive thoughts, and do it on a 
daily basis. Higher achievers think 
themselves into success and you can 
apply the same techniques to disc 
golf. 

Just like anything else, you must 
practice positive thinking for it to 
work. Your mind must be trained 
before you ever set foot on the course. 
Mental imagery and positive self talk 
help form the basis for confidence, 
which is essential for performance on 
the course. 

It is unlikely you will ever meet a 
top pro who lacks confidence. 
Confidence is an absolute necessity 
for disc golf success, and is probably 
the most important ingredient for 
any player wishing to play beyond 
their abilities. The one thing you will 
always notice about professionals in 
any sport is that they are confident. 

I recently watched an interview 
on ESPN with former Kansas City 
Royals third baseman George Brett. 
Baseball fans remember him as the 
only player in recent history to come 
close to hitting .400. Asked to recall 
how he did it, he said, "That year, 
every time I came to the plate I just 
knew I was going to get a hit." This 
was not just positive thinking as 
we've discussed. This was pure and 
simple confidence, and herein lies the 
secret. You must be able to convert 
your positive attitude once you have 
developed it into confidence. 

George Brett was never known 
for his fielding ability. In fact, he 
made a high number of errors for a 
third baseman. When asked about 
thal he said, "When I was on the field 
and the batter came to the plate, I 
thought to myself, 'Don't hit it to me! 
Hit it somewhere else.'" The lack of 
confidence in this case caused him to 
make more errors than he probably 
would have otherwise. Remember self 
talk? 

In all the disc golf tournaments I 

have attended, I have yet to meet a 
consistent top pro who does not 
believe he or she is going to win that 
day. One player that comes to mind is 
Jeff (Getty) Freeman. Several years 
ago he was the only Baton Rouge 
player competing as a pro and 
consistently winning. Getty was an 
accomplished ultimate player who 
liked to play disc golf. He didn't have 
the big arm of most top pros, which 
put him at a tremendous 
disadvantage. But one thing he did 
have was confidence. He never 
thought he could lose. 

I can distinctly remember one 
time when he was competing in a 
final six against some very high 
power pros. Standing in the gallery, I 
overheard a couple people talking 
about how outmatched he was, and 
that he didn't have a prayer of 
winning. "But you can't ever count 
Getty out, " I told them, "because he 
doesn't think he can lose." Almost on 
cue, Getty dumped an unbelievable 
shot under the basket for a certain 
deuce, while the other pros were all 
left with difficult shots. Confidence 
will keep you from being intimidated 
by players who may be superior in 
ability. 

But how does one develop 
confidence? Fortunately, we have 
already set the groundwork to answer 
this question. Positive self talk is the 
cornerstone for developing 
confidence. Combined with mental 
imagery, you are well on your way. 

There is one other ingredient 
necessary. You must practice. This is 
a subject for a whole other series, but 
in short, you must be so familiar with 
your mechanics at game time that it 
becomes automatic. You can't be 
thinking about your mechanics 
during a tournament. Thinking about 
mechanics is for practice. 

Consider this quote, "The 
professional knows what to do when 
things go wrong." This implies that 
when you practice, you must practice 
difficult lies and other unpleasant 
shots that are likely to come up in a 
tournament. And your practice must 
not only include the motor skills 
necessary, but how you will think and 
react as well. Only with practice, 
positive self talk, and mental imagery 
can you confidently execute those 
tough shots. 0 
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;Ditluxo. Mach 1 Course· 
' for sale! 

Used but not abused
,' Cell Darrell Lynn 

(901) 323·4849 
for more Info. 
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MeN a ugh ton Park: home of the Peoria Open 
------------------------, judge the distance on this 

Location: Pekin, IL 

Course Pro: Scott Martin 
431 W. David #A 
Morton, IL 61550 
(309) 266-7597 

Installed: Front 9-Fall, 1991 
Back 9-Spring, 1994 

blind hole. The fairway is 
slightly uphill with a 
dogleg right around heavy 
rough. A shot into the 
edge of the rough may 
make it through. Only 
holes 2 and 3 have been 
aced. 

Designer: Marshall Hopkins and Rob Scroggs 

Hole 4 (356 feet): The 
ground slopes sharply 
downhill for about half the 
distance to the basket, 
then levels off. The 
fairway has several large 
trees in the middle, but a 
high, hard throw may 
clear the treetops or find a 
window through them. If 
your throw lands in the 
heavy rough on the left, 
bring a search party; shots 
to to the right of the 
fairway may be hidden in 
the brush. Don't be 
discouraged by a bogey; 
they're all too common. 

Course Length: 6,204 feet (Am tees) 
7,102 feet (Pro tees} 

Course Records: Am tees, 45, Tim Martin 
Pro tees, 54, Tim Martin 

Directions: From 1~74 take 1-474 bypass 
around Peoria. Take Rt. 29 South toward Pekin. 
Turn left onto Rt. 98. Right into McNaughton 
Park entrance (first right after Parkway Drive)~ 
Follow road until after the curve to the right. 
First tee is on the left by the disc golf sign. 

Hole 5 (275/295 feet): The 
tee is under a large 
overhanging oak tree. A 

by Linda Wallis 

JNJ eN a ugh ton Park, with its hilly 
terrain, thick wooded areas, 
and fishing ponds was an 

obvious choice for the Peoria area's third 
disc golf course. Golfers share the area 
with fishermen, hikers, and horseback 
riders, but this use does not interfere 
with play. The varied terrain and overall 
park beauty make McNaughton an ideal 
setting for a challenging and rewarding 
disc golf experience. 

The front nine was placed in the park 
in fall, 1991. The back nine was added in 
spring, 1994, just in time for the 1994 
Peoria Open. This 18-hole course has 
much to offer players of all levels. 
Fairways are well defined and range from 
extremely tight to wide open. Many 
areas of thorny undergrowth are 
throughout the course, and players need 
to use caution in the rough. Nearly all 
holes have elevation changes: the hills 
on this course will test the stamina of 
most golfers. Winds may not cause 
problems on the front nine, but even 
slight breezes can be a problem on the 
more open back nine. 

straight throw with a 
slight fade to the left will 

avoid a small group of trees and land 
close to the basket for a needed deuce. 
Too far to the right and it's a woods shot; 
too far left and it's down a gully with a lot 
of saplings. 

Hole 6 (213/257 feet): A tight, short 
uphill shot slightly left on top of the hill. 
Hit the opening with a slight hyzer for 
another needed deuce. Some woods shots 
to the left make it through and leave a 
shot at the basket. 

McNaughton's signature hole on the front nine-Hole 8. Tee is in the 
background to the left side of the water. photo Ted Nowlin 

keeps discs from going downhill to the 
water. From the pro tee, this hole plays 
totally different. This tee is on the edge of 
the lake forcing a straight shot ac.ross the 
water. You don't want to throw a hyzer 
on this one or you'll be feeding "Figgy" 
the lake monster. Yellow plastic seems 
to be his favorite. 

Hole 10 (367 /440 feet): Another blind 
hole with a very steep uphill fairway. 
The basket is almost at the treeline on 
the left. A drive that lands close to the 
treeline at the top of the hill should 
position you for a good upshot. Very 
dense rough is downhill on the right. 

Hole 11 (288/353 feet): This extremely 
tight fairway gives you a couple of 
options. The first is to throw a monster 
hyzer out over the trees to drop down 

that opens up into a field. A large area of 
thorny bushes sits to the right of the 
basket. Throws from behind these 
bushes usually require a tomahawk; 
throws from inside are nearly impossible. 

Hole 15 (333/425 feet): Lined by rough 
and trees, the fairway has a narrow 
opening at the small dogleg to the right. 
Big arms can avoid this by going over the 
trees, but watch out for the huge bush 15 
feet to the left of the pin. 

Hole 16 (308/348 feet): The last hole on 
level ground has heavy rough on the right 
and an OB road on the left. Weenie arms 
may want to play it safe to the small 
clearing about halfway down the fairway, 
but watch out for the drain culvert 
hidden in the woods on the left. 

Hole 17 ( 437 feet): Hole 17 is across the 
road. Use the path through the woods to 
avoid Hole 18's fairway. This is an uphill 
shot with pine on the left protecting the 
basket. 

Hole 18 (819 feet): Take a breather and 
enjoy the view before attacking this 
monster, the longest hole in the state. An 
OB road is on the left, and the first third 
of the fairway is downhill. A good drive 
will take you over the line of trees at the 
bottom of the hill. Two long drives might 
leave you a putt for three, but these are 
rare-in fact, only four different golfers 
have parred 18. 

In 1994, the lOth annual Peoria Open 
was held for the first time at 
McNaughton Park. Six holes were added, 
and this event drew the largest number 
of participants ever for the Peoria Open. 
This year's Open is scheduled for May 20-
21 at McNaughton with a planned 27 
hole course and promises to be another 
premier event. 

Water on the left, a sloping fairway, and more lumber than most players care for 
make Hole 7 a very difficult deuce. photo Ted Nowlin 

The McNaughton Disc Golf Course is 
a reality thank to the combined effort of 
many dedicated people. Mar hall 
Hopkins and Rob Scroggs created a 
layout that makes excellent use of the 
park's natural elements . The Peoria 
Frisbee Club purchased the ba kets, and 
members contributed time and energy to 
clear and clean up the course. The 
continued support of the Pekin Park 
District is al o appreciated. Perhaps 
most important are all the golfers who 
make use of the course; they may make 
possible the addition of another course 
at McNaughton Park sometime in the 
future. 

Here is a description of the permanent 
18-hole cour.se: 

Hole 1 (305/442 feet): A large .tree in the 
middle of the fairway prevents a straight 
shot to the basket. This hole may favor 
lefties, but a right-handed hyzer shot can 
also be successful. The basket is 
protected by a scraggly tree in front and a 
small area of rough on the left. 

Hole 2 (283/319 feet): The basket is 
almost visable from the tee on this pretty 
downhill shot. The fairway is wide open 
and lined by heavy rough on the left. Be 
careful not to overthrow this must-deuce. 

Hole 3 (240/333 feet): It's difficult to 
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Hole 7 (390 feet): The lake borders this 
right to left hole. The fairway is slightly 
uphill to a ridge about 280 feet down the 
fairway, then slopes downhill to the 
basket. Rolling discs t~nd to go toward 
the water and so can the occasional wood 
shot. 

Hole 8 (277/400 feet): The lake is to the 
left of the tee but doesn't come into play 
on this hole· across a valley. Many flight 
paths are available to the basket, which 
is on the hillside among large trees. 
Strange wind currents can drop your disc 
like a rock. 

Hole 9 (254/27 4 feet): There is a tight 
opening on this right to left fairway. A 
large fallen tree to the left of the basket 

near the pin. The second and preferred 
shot is to throw straight down the middle 
of the fairway and fade right at the end. 
Any shot into the trees on the left or right 
is troublesome. 

Hole 12 (260/365 feet): This picturesque 
hole has the pin placed at the back of a 
carved out clearing. The am shot is 
straight across an open fairway into the 
clearing. The pro tee is a more difficult 
shot that favors lefties. 

Hole 13 (429 feet): Straight across a wide 
open fairway lined by dense rough on the 
right side. Lefties can hyzer out as far as 
they want. 

Hole 14 (370/420 feet): Rough lines both 
sides of the fairway and forms an alley 

Two golfers that regularly play 
MeN a ugh ton are Scott and Tim Martin, 

· both Amateur World Champions . 
"Definitely the hardest course in the 
state," says Tim. This is a course that 
will make you use every trick you know 
and help you learn a few more. 
McNaughton is one course every golfer 
should experience. 0 



1995 PEORIA OPEN 

aPDGA"B" 
Level 

1hurnament 

Saturday May 20 

Amateur 
Am Masters 
Am Grandmasters 
Juniors 
Am Women 

·May ~0 & 21, 1995 
McNaughton Park, Pekin, IL 

Random 
Draw 

Doubles 
Saturday 
Evening 

$20 
$20 
$20 
$10 
$20 

Sunday May 21 

Open Men 
Open Masters 
Open GrandmasJers 
Open Women 
Advanced 

$35 
$35 
$35 
$25 
$25 

Registration Closes @ 

Players Meeting 
Tee Off 

9:00am 
9:30am 

10:00 am 

Registration Closes @ 

Players Meeting 
Tee Off 

8:00am 
8:30am 
9:00am 

Sunday entry fees includes $2 to the PDGA 
Pre-registration ~nd Info to: Bill Wallis, Sr. (The Old Man) 

2112 W. Colorado St. West Peoria, IL 61604 (309) 676-8561 

Disc Golf Journal • Board Walk Lounge 
Par-A-Dice Riverboat Casino • Subway 
Pekin Park District • Supreme Radio 
Discraft • Disc-N-Dat • Pekin Chamber of 
Commerce • Peoria Visitors Center 
J-Bird Discs • Airport Bowl 

Event Sponsors: Koenig Body & Equipment 
Discovering The World • Parkway Tap 

Kwik Flik Photo Studio • Pepsi Cola 
Flying Eye Disc Sales 

East Peoria Chamber of Commerce 
Peoria Speedway 

biiiV\~ 
DRIVER #1 

Over stable distance disc. 
Best distance upwind. 

Deserves # 1 . There is none bette.r 
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APPROACH #4 

The approach disc that stops at the basket. 
Cros·swind, up or down wind straight. 

Beginner, An-hyzer, & the Professional Hyzer 

biN~ 
.,,~k:,,, DRIVER #3 · 

-.-~~~=t Needs Hyzer to fly flat ·:\'''''•,, . 
This disc ~,controllable - Left curve right curve. 

Egc~llent accuracy at 300 feet. 
A Vet:$0tile, all around good driver. 
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.O(iJli~ 
PUTIER #5 

Short or downhill driver. 
Flip flat, flies straight putter. 
Loves to be in the chains. 

Suggested Retail Price- $9.95. Orders of 100 or more- $4.00. 50 up- and the first 10- $5.00. 
#1 and Driver are trademarks of Disc Golf Assn., Inc. All discs made of super unbreakable plastic . 

Disc Golf Association, Inc 2536 Freedom Blvd. Watsonville, CA 95076 
Phone (408) 722-6037 Fax (408) 722-8176 

We still have many areas needing representatives for the Mach 1 .5 D1sc Pole Holes®. 
Call us for your area reservation application. 



More debate on divisions 
by Raymond Seick 

!Blistorically ,., the true amateur 
does not compete for prize 
money, and morally speaking, I 

see no difference in competing for prizes 
than for cash. If money (or its 
equivalent) is the reason for playing in a 
tournament, why would a player doing 
well move up to stiffer competition? 
When a player joins the pro ranks, he is 
pitted against the top pro players. He 
finds himself paying higher entry fees 
only to be a perennial loser rather than 
a winner. 

I propose the following steps be 
seriously considered: 

AMATEURS 

1. Make amateurs true "amateurs." 
Eliminate all competition for prize 
money, vouchers, or goods. Replace 
these with trophies or certificates of 
accomplishment. If prizes are available, 
give them in return for player 
participation (i.e. player .packages). 
Finally, if an amateur qualifies for Open 
competition, let them participate, but if 
they win prize money, allow them to 
designate a charity or disc golf club 
where the money could go. 

If amateurs are no longer playing 
for prizes and prize vouchers, entry fees 
need to be dropped to $5 or $10. 
Unfortunately, the sport has developed 
where many players now go to 
tournaments just to compete for prizes
we may be too late for reform. 

Sandbagging would be decreased if 

prizes or prize money would no longer be 
up for grabs in the amateur ranks. The 
more experienced players would tend to 
move up to advanced competition. 

A player ·should not be allowed to 
move back and forth at will. If a scoring 
average and/or tournament ranking 
scheme is used, than a person's play will 
determine Amateur or Advanced status. 
If it is left up to choice, than a player 
who had played in a tournament as an 
Advanced competitor would not be 
allowed to play at a lower level unless a 
specified period of time had elapsed 
since their last tournament. 
2. Reduce amateur play to Amateur 
Men, Amateur Women, Advanced 
Men, and Advanced Women. If a 
Master-aged player cannot compete as a 
Advanced player, then they should 
compete as an Amateur. There are too 
few Amateur Masters and 
Grandmasters to warrant an extra 
division anyway. 

PROFESSIONALS 

First let me say I've heard every 
argument to increase the pro ranks. But 
there's a difference between increasing 
and improving pro ranks. Ideally my 
suggestions would do both. 
1. Do not force experienced 
Advanced players into the pro 
ranks. On the other hand, any player 
should not be able to wake up one 
morning and think, "I'm going to turn 
pro." A person should qualify to be a pro. 
Some suggestions are: graduating from a 
"pro" school, meeting a certain scoring 
standard on a series of qualifying 
rounds, or to win, show, or place (or at 

Flying Eye Disc Sales 
Nick Sartori 

(813)797 -9017 
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MANY MORE LOGOS TO CHOOSE FROM 

Minimum Order 
25 Discs $5.00 Each 
50 Discs $4.85 Each 
100 Discs $4.75 Each 

Plus Shipping 

least cash) in one or more selected 
tournaments. The PDGA could actually 
run qualifying tournaments for 
individuals wanting to become a pro. 
These tournaments would ·only test 
ability. Players would not compete for 
cash or prizes. 
2. Divide the Open division into 
upper and lower divisions. A lower 
division would include all those that had 
not qualified for advancement into the 
upper division, typically beginning pros. 
The upper division would include the top 
players in an area (i.e. 30-50%). The 
same qualifications to become a pro
scoring average, tournament win 
ranking, or qualifying tournaments 
could be used to determine and maintain 
a person's placement in the upper or 
lower Open division. 

A player who consistently wins in 
the Advanced division probably does not 
have a chance of winning against the top 
Open players, but if he stays in the 
Amateur ranks it also hurts the pro 
division. This is why two separate Open 
divisions would be beneficial. 
3. Weight entry fee and sponsorship 
money accordingly. More risk=more 
rewards. Upper division pros are forced 
to compete at a higher level to win. For 
example, the upper division may be 30% 
of the total Open field in an event, but 
would receive 60-70% of the Open purse. 
This contrasts with the present 
structure of the top 113 of a single 
division being paid. 
4. Increase the age for turning 
Masters to at least 39 (and perhaps 
42). If a Masters competitor can compete 
in the Open division, why should he play 
Masters? This is another benefit of two 

Open divisions: once a player's age 
affects his performance, he could drop 
to the lower level. Grandmasters age 
should be increased to 49, and Seniors to 
57. Advanced age players could always 
opt to play in a lower age group, but 
would have to meet the Open pro 
qualifications to play in the Open pro 
divisions. 
5. 6-month waiting period for pros 
returning to amateur status. Same 
logic as making Advanced players wait 6 
months before competing as an 
Amateur. Players simply cannot hop 
between divisions at their discretion. 

If we want to have amateurs and 
professionals playing disc golf, than 
there needs to be a distinction between 
the two. Winning $250 cash or winning 
$250 in prize vouchers is not a 
distinction. 

Another idea is to not even have 
amateur or professional status or even 
age divisions-only skill levels: one, two, 
three , four , etc. for men and women. 
Perhaps only the top level would 
compete for cash. 

I already know the above proposals 
will not be readily accepted by all, and 
will be strongly resisted by some. From 
the players I've talked to in the Seattle 
area , the two-level Open division 
proposal is a good one . The idea of 
eliminating competition for prizes has 
received less than enthusiastic response 
from amateurs. However, I believe the 
general concepts are solid and are for 
the long term good of the sport. I expect 
these concepts to be hotly debated. I 
hope so! 0 

r----------------------------
11th Circus City Open 

June 10-11, 1995 
Hosted -~By: Peru Disc Golf Club 
,df! Peru, IN 

~ Saturday, June 10, 1995 p)~ 
(Amateur Divisions Only) 
AM-I & Juniors Included 

*Format.. ............. ... .......... .......... .. ... ..... 2 Rounds of 18 Holes 
*Course ............. ... ............. .......... ... .. ..... Mississinewa Reservoir 
*Registration ..... .............. ........... .... .. ........ ....... B:00-9:00 A.M. 
*Entry Fee .......... .... ...... ........ AII Amateurs $20 Juniors $10 
*1 00°/o Entry Fee Paid Back In Prizes For All Divisions A •••• Ace Fund Included In Entry fee•••• o 

V Saturday 
5 :00 (Mississinewa) Best Shot Doubles R~ndom Draw. 

Everyone Welcome to Play: Pro and Amateur r-:;.,.. 
7:00 Hog Roast/Party (For All Golfers & Guest) £.fl" 

No Charge-DJ Service By Brian Cummings 

Q Sunday, June 11,1995 
(Pro Divisions Only) 

*Format.. .......................... ........... Men-3 Rounds of 18 Holes 
Women-2 Rounds of 18 Holes 

*Course ............................. ............... Mississinewa Reservoir 
*Registration ............. ............................... .. ... .. 8:00-9:30 A.M. 
*Entry Fee .................... ... .. ... ..... ...... ... Men $30; Women $20 
*1 00°/o Entry Fee Paid Back Plus Added Sponsor Money 

****Ace Fund Included In Entry Fee**** . 

Minimum of $1 ,000 Sponsor Money Added 
For More Info Contact Mike Mavrick (317) 985-3187 

L------------ -- ---- ---- __ .. 



Hurry! It might be too late. 

Be one of the first 25 
_people in your town to 

sign up three new people, 
and we'll give you a free 

In nova disc and a free 
MG towel* 

Plus you can help your city 
win a new 9-hole course 

And everybody still gets 
a disc, a t-shirt, and a 
roUnd of golf for just 
$10.00* 

World'6 Bigge6t Di6c Golf 
Weekend '95 -
May6-7 
For more info contact 
your local TD, or call 
Circular Productions 
(512) 385-6789 

* Free Disc and Towel at participating cities, Entry Fee may be slightly higher outside U.S 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
YADKIN COUNTY 

THE FIRST COURSE WITH 
X-SERIES TUBE TONE 

AUDIBLE DISC GOLF TARGETS 

THE NEW LARGER 
X-SERIES TUBE TONE TARGETS 

HAVE A BIGGER SOUND & 
A LARGER TARGET AREA 

GREAT PRICES! 
FOR WHAT THE OTHER GUY 
SELLS "SIGNS" ... 

WE SELL TARGETS 

TUBE TONE CONCEPTS 
902 TERRELL HILL DRIVE 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78704 
(512) 444-9402 

THE 1995 LAKE COUNTY OPEN 
PDGA Disc Golf Tournament- B Tier 

Tournament D1rector Laurel Klatt, #6884 
Adler Park, Libertyville, Illinois 

AMATEURD~ 
SATURDAY, JULY 1, 1995 

TWO ROUNDS OF 18 HOLES 
REGISTRATION CLOSES AT 8:30AM 

$2lATE FEE WILL GO TOWARD CEMENT TEE PADS 

AMATEUR JUNIOR 
NOVICE AM MASTER 

TOP 1/3 WILL RECEIVE TROPHIES, DISCS OR PRIZES 
ACE POOL; CLOSEST TO THE PIN; MOST IMPROVED 

BEST SHOT REGISTRATION CLOSES AT 2:30PM ON SATURDAY ($5.00) 
FOR EARLY REGISTRATION FOR PIG ROAST & TOURNAMENT APPLY A $2 DISCOUNT 

PROFESSIONAL & ADVANCED D~ 
SUNDAY, JULY 2, 1995 

TWO ROUNDS OF 24+ HOLES 
REGISTRATION CLOSES AT 9:30AM- $2lATE FEE WILL GO TOWARD CEMENT TEE PADS 

OPEN MEN 
OPEN WOMEN 
OPEN MASTER 
ADVANCED MEN 
ADVANCED WOMEN 

2 TROPHIES 
1 TROPHY 
2 TROPHIES (35 & OVER) 
4 TROPHIES 
2 TROPHIES 

$40.00 
$40.00 
$40.00 
$30.00 
$30.00 

<-' z FAX: (512) 47 6-2602 r--------------------------------------

$110.00 

0 z 
w 
0... 
1-z 
w 
~ 
0..: 

COURSE INFO 
PHil MARTIN 
YADKIN CO. PARKS DEPT. 
YADKINVIllE, NC 

+ $15 SHIPPING & HANDLING- TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 8% TAX 

REGISTRATION: PRE-REGISTER: LAUREL KLATT 13361NVERRARY LANE, DEERFIELD. ILLINOIS 60015 
PHONE' (708) 537-8287 

NAME-----------PDGA# _____ _ 

ADDRESS·------------------

CITY /STATE/ZIP---------------

AGE PHONE ( ) ------- DIVISION---

PIG ROAST YES NO #OF PEOPLE--- AMOUNT ENCLOSED $ ---

*SUNDAY'S PLAYERS: Add $5 if not P.D.G.A. member -REMEMBER YOUR "95 CARD: $2 of your entry fee ~1....._ 
goes to the P.D.G.A .. : $1 of your entry fee goes to Libertyville Parks & Recreation Department. 

1995 Sinnissippi Open 
Dise Golf Tourna111ent 

August5&6 
Sinnissippi Park 
Sterling, DHnois 

$5,000 

• 

Amateur Divisions Only 

Saturday, August s 

NOTE: Advaueed eonapetes Saturda~ onl~ I 
Format: 2 Rounds of 27 Holes 

Pla~ers Meeting: 9:00am 

Round 1: 9:30am 
(Juniors will play 1 round) 

Prizes in all divisions!!! 
Trophies, discs, T-shirts, and more!!! 

Professional Divisions Onl~ 

Sunday, August 6 

Format: 2 Rounds of 27 Holes 

: Q Pnt ·open $52 Q Women $52 0 Master $52 0 Grandmaster $52 : 

Pla~ers Meeting: 9:00 am 

Bound %: 9:30am 

0 ----Ad¥ancecl $22CJ Amoteur $10 0 AM Women $10 
No checla alter August l 

0 AMMcuter$10 

0 Junior$10 

~---------------------------~----~AI---------
< 

~·-------~------------------------------------
Send To:J Poyobfe 1<1: T~ Btdf4m, P.O. a.. .S1, Stnliae, JL 6le81..00Sl 

j 

~~~~~~~~~-~-~-~~---------------------------------

Cash prizes for top %/3 all divisions! 
$5,000 minimum purse!! 

Largest One da~ pa~out of the ~ear!!! 

Pro ~ Maclli,. AufiUSl 5, q:oo pna 
Allsolutel~ NO SundiJ~ Registration 



CARROLLTO C ITY 
CUP CLASSIC 
June 24-25, 1995 

CARROLLTON,. TEXAS 
JIMMY PORTER DISC GOLF COURSE 

GREENBELT DISC GOLF COURSE 
1993 -174 players- $4,410 in total cash and prizes! 
1994 - 267 players - $8,355 in total cash and prizes! 

OVER $4,000 raised for charity! 

• DISC POLE HOLE® LITE™ 
awarded to 1st place Advanced, Amateur, 
and Amateur Women. 

• Travel Agency: Lewisville Travel and Tours 
(214) 436-9771 

INFORMATION: 
•Registration deadline: Friday, June 23rd. 

Register by June 18th and receive a tournament package. 

• NO SATURDAY MORNING REGISTRATION! 

•There will be three Flights: 
FLIGHT A: Open, Masters, Grand Masters, 
and Open Women. 
FLIGHT B: Advanced, Amateur, and Amateur Masters 
FLIGHT C: Novice, Amateur Women 
Novice Women and Juniors(13 and under). 

•lOOCk payout less PDGA fees 

• Meals will be available at Jimmy Porter Disc Golf Course. 
Proceeds to benefit Operation Kindness. 

• A portion of the sponsorship funds will be donated to: 
OPERATION KINDNESS: provides a safe haven for abandoned and unwanted 
dogs, cats, puppies and kittens. These animals are provided with shelter, food, 
exercise, and most important, loving attention until they are adopted, no matter 
how long that may take. All funds collected by the shelter are used only for the 
care of the animals and maintenance of the shelter. 

• HOST HOTEL: The Red Roof Inn of Carrollton will once again be this year's host 
hotel. The rate will be $32.99 for a room with two double beds. 
For reservations call (214) 245-1700. Please let them know you are with the 
tournament. 

SCHEDULE: 
Wednesday, June 21st-Disc Golf Clinic. Learn to play disc golf or improve 
your game from the area's top professionals. 7:00p.m. at Greenbelt Disc Golf 
Course. No charge. 

Thursday, June 22nd-Doubles. Random draw best shot. 6:30p.m. at Jimmy 
Porter Disc Golf Course. $5.00 per person. 

Friday, June 23rd-Charity Disc Golf. Play a round of golf for Operation 
Kindness. With each registration you will receive a golf disc and tournament t-

. shirt. JO:OOa.m.-B:OOp.m. at both courses. $10.00--bring your family and friends 
and play a round for charity. 

Saturday, June 24th-Carrollton Charity Cup Classic PDGA Pro-Am 

Sunday, June 25th-Carrollton Charity Cup Classic PDGA Pro-Am 

EVENT SPONSORS: 

Carrollton Parks and Rec 

Lewisville Travel and Tours, Inc. 

Fly Right Disc Golf 

Mr. Jim's Pizza 

Play It Again Sports 

Money Mailer® 

Sky South 

Cookie Bouquet 

DJ's Sporting Goods 

Moonlighting Cakeworks 

Gulf States Cellular 

Disc Golf Journal 

... Discraft Inc. 

Please send your registration to: 
Fly Right Disc Golf 

4200 Eastwood Drive 
Carrollton, TX 75007 

For More Information Contact: 
Timothy Wiederkehr (214) 492-6782 

Please cut alo g dotted line 

Registration: 
Name: __________________________________________________ _ 

Address: ________________________________________________ _ 

City:------------------------------- State: ___ Zip: ___ _ 

Phone: ------------------------------ PDGA # -------------

Division: (Please check) 
0 Open ............................................ $42.00 

0 Master .......................................... $37.00 

0 Grand Master .............................. $37.00 

0 Open Women ...... .... ..... .. .. ............ $32.00 

0 Advanced ..................................... $30.00 

0 Anlateur ....................................... $25.00 

0 Amateur Masters .. ........ ............... $25.00 

0 Novice ......................... : ................. $20.00 

0 Anlateur Women .......................... $20.00 

0 Juniors .......................................... $15.00 

0 Novice Women .............................. $20.00 

Ace Pot (optional):- $1 per round- accumulative 
(check the round(s) you wish to participate) 

0 lstround 

0 2nd round 

0 3rd round 

0 4th round 

0 Please add $5 for Professional and Advanced divisions 
if you are not a current PDGA member 
(membership cards will be checked). 

TOTAL ENTRY FEE:$ __ _ 



19'95 Amateur Triple Crown [Leg 1) 2/4195 
Orlando FL Field: 53 
Advanced (19) --
Tom Caldwell ................... 54 .. 60 .. 26 ................. 140 
Scott Whitt ....................... 50 .. 64 .. 27 ................. 141 
Gale Vaughn ..................... 56 .. 62 .. 24 ................. 142 
Tom Roman* ..................... 55 .. 61 .. 28 ................. 144 
Terry Murphy ................... 56 .. 60 .. 28 ................. 144 
Amateur (19) 

Bo Lusk ............................. 55 .. 59 .. 30 ................. 144 
Jim Swinehart .................. 58 .. 62 .. 25 ................. 145 · 
Mark Romansky ............... 58 .. 63 .. 28 ................. 149 
John Denlea ...................... 61..61 .. 28 ................. 150 
Randall Rodrick ............... 62 .. 60 .. 30 ................. 152 
Amateur Masters (8) 
Rick Biro ........................... 62 .. 61 .. 30 ................. 153 
Rick Givens* ..................... 54 .. 68 .. 34 ................. 158 
Tim Brooks ....................... 61..69 .. 28 ................. 158 
Amateur Women (3) 
Donna Gill* ....................... 60 .. 72 .. 34 ................. 175 
Kristi Vandenbosch .......... 73 .. 71 .. 31 ................. 175 
Juniors (4) 
Andy Glover ...................... 67 .. 66 .. 33 ................. 166 

1995 Amateur Triple Crown [Leg 2) 2/5195 
Melbourne, FL Field: 56 
Advanced (19) 
Scott Whitt ...................... .47 .. 56 .. 27 ................. 130 
Ed Widick ......................... 55 .. 52 .. 25 ................. 132 
Branch Morley* ................ 54 .. 56 .. 27 ................. 137 

- Denny Harrison ................ 53 .. 57 .. 27 ................. 137 
Tom Fuchs ........................ 56 .. 53 .. 28 ................. 137 
Amateur (24) 
Billy Holtz ......................... 50 .. 58 .. 26 ................. 134 
Bill Dixon .......................... 55 .. 56 .. 30 ................. 141 
Garry Nichols* ................. 59 .. 56 .. 28 ................. 143 
Paul Stevens ............... ...... 57 .. 58 .. 28 ................. 143 
Randall Rodrick* .............. 56 .. 61 .. 27 ................. 144 
Bo Lusk ............................. 59 .. 58 .. 27 ................. 144 
Amateur Masters (9) 
Lloyd Klopfenstein ........... 57 .. 58 .. 25 ................. 140 
Rick Biro ........................... 57 .. 56 .. 28 ................. 141 
Amateur Women (1) 
Kristi Vandenbosch ............................................ 161 
Juniors (3) 
Andy Glover ...................... 57 .. 59 .. 25 ................. 141 

1995 Amateur Triple Crown [Leg 3) 2/11-12/95 
Rockledge, FL Field: 50 
Advanced (18) 
Thomas Caldwell .............. 51..54 .. 55 .. 54 ........... 214 
Tom Fuchs ........................ 55 .. 58 . .49 .. 54 ........... 216 
Scott Whitt ............ : .......... 53 .. 55 .. 52 .. 57 ........... 217 
Branch Morley .................. 63.M .. 50 .. 53 ........... 220 
Ed Widick ......................... 57 .. 57 .. 58 .. 53 ........... 225 
Amateur (21) 
Bo Lusk ............................. 62 .. 54 .. 52 .. 55 ........... 223 
Mark Nave* ...................... 57 .. 59 .. 56 .. 55 ........... 227 
Randall Rodrick ............... 54 .. 56 .. 58 .. 59 ........... 227 
Trevor Bice ....................... 56 .. 62 .. 54 .. 57 ........... 229 
Jim Swinehart .................. 60 .. 59 .. 58 .. 54 ........... 231 
Amateur Masters (8) 
Rick Biro ........................... 56 .. 57 .. 55 .. 56 ........... 224 
Greg Jonas ........................ 60 .. 57 .. 59 .. 57 ........... 233 
Juniors (3) 
Andy Glover ...................... 63 .. 66 .. 58 .. 60 ........... 247 

1995 Florida Triple Crown [Leg 1) 
Clearwater FL Field: 66 
Open Men (38) 

2/18-19195 
Purse: 00 

Ken Climo ......................... 45 .. 47 .. 46 . .45 ........... 183 .. $320 
C.R. Willey ........................ 50 . .43 .. 50 .. 51... ........ 194 ..... 205 
Jim Akins ........... .............. 50 .. 51 .. 50 .. 44 ........... 195 ..... 160 
Ken Gill ............................. 51..47 .. 51 .. 48 ...... : .... 197 ..... 125 
Jim Myers ......................... 54 . .47 .. 51 .. 46 ........... 198 ....... 78 
Brad Hammock ............... .47 .. 50 .. 49 .. 52 ........... 198 ....... 78 
Chris Prati ........................ 49 .. 55 .. 46 .. 50 ........... 200 ....... 65 
John Andrews .................. .49 .. 54 .. 53 . .47 ........... 203 ....... 55 
Dean Tannock .... .............. 54..45 .. 50 .. 55 ........... 204 ....... 50 
Mike Moser ....................... 54 . .49 . .43 .. 60 ........... 206 ....... 45 
Open Women (5) 
Pam Reineke .................... 55 .. 57 .. 55 .. 53 ........... 220 .. $115 
Sandy Gast ....................... 57 .. 57 .. 55 .. 58 ........... 227 ....... 60 
Masters (23) 
Bob Vanderboss* .............. 50 .. 54 .. 48 .. 44 ........... 196 .. $270 
Gregg Hosfeld .................. .49..47 .. 50 .. 50 ........... 196 ..... 165 
David GreenweU ............... 53 .. 48 . .48 .. 48 ........... 197 ..... 115 
Tom Monroe ..................... .47 .. 55 .. 49 .. 52 ........... 203 ....... 75 
Steve Slasor ...................... 50 .. 52 .. 48 .. 55 ........... 205 ....... 65 
Paul Galloway .................. 54 .. 53 .. 52 .. 52 ........... 211 ...... .45 

1995 Wintertime Open 2/18-19195 
PasadenaiS.Ylmar, CA Fiel!!: _185 _ _?urse: $5,524 
Open Men (59) 
R.J. Jerez ill* ................... 45 .. 51 .. 46 .. 28 ........... 170 .. $600 
Johnny Lissaman ............. 50 .. 44 .. 48 . .28 ........... 170 ..... 400 
John Ahart... ..................... 51..42 .. 46 .. 29 ........... 168 ..... 300 
Bamba Rico ........ - ............. 44 .. 44 .. 50 .. 30 ........... 168 ..... 450 
GeoffLissaman ! ............... 53..43 . .47 ................. 143 ..... 200 
Steve Rico ......................... 45 .. 51 .. 48 ................. 144 ..... 175 
Greg Barnicoat ................. 53 .. 47 .. 46 ................. 146 ..... 150 
Dave Dunipace ................. 52 .. 45 .. 51 ................. 148 ..... 125 
Randy Amann ................... 53 .. 48 . .47 ................. 148 ..... 125 
Mike Byrne ....................... 50 .. 45 .. 54 ................. 149 ..... 105 
Doug Robinson ................ .47 .. 51 .. 51 ................. 149 ..... 105 
Frank Arroyo .................... 44 .. 51 .. 55 .......... , ...... 150 ....... 75 
Roger Cansler ................... 46 .. 50 .. 54 ................. 150 ....... 75 

... Dagoberto Bribiesca ......... 46 .. 51 .. 53 ................. 150 ....... 75 
Mark Molnar .................... 54 .. 48 .. 48 ................. 150 ....... 75 
Open-Women (6) 
Beth Verish ....................... 55 .. 57 .. 58 ................. 170 .. $150 
Michelle Wade .................. 53 .. 59 .. 62 ................. 174 ....... 75 
Allison Rubalcava ............ 53 .. 60 .. 61 ............ ~ .... 174 ....... 75 
Masters(27) 
Glen Whitlock ................... 43 .. 54 .. 49 ................. 146 .. $300 
Kent Jordan ...................... 50..49 .. 51 ................. 150 ..... 200 
Mike Cloyes ...................... 48 .. 50 .. 54 ................. 152 ..... 175 
Glenn Triemstra ............... 50 . .48 .. 57 ................. 155 ..... 150 
Ken Halvorson .................. 55 .. 46 .. 57 ................. 158 ..... 125 
Cliff Towne ....................... 53..49 .. 57 ................. 159 ....... 95 
Danny Mclnnis ................. 53 .. 51 .. 55 ................. 159 ....... 95 
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Grandmasters (9) 
Bruce Sisson ..................... 59 .. 50 .. 51 ................. 160 .. $225 
Dan Roddick ..................... 62 . .49 .. 54 ................. 165 ..... 150 
Senior Grandmasters (5) 

Will Maxham .................... 53 .. 59 .. 59 ................. 171 .. $125 
Ralph Williamson ............. 54 .. 59 .. 59 ................. 172 ....... 75 
Novice Men (60) 

Jeremiah Schembri .......... 52 .. 52 ........................ 104 
Dano Porter ...................... 52 .. 55 .... -.................... 107 
Chuck Powell .................... 5). .. 58 ........................ 109 
Ryan Severns .................... 53 .. 56 ........................ 109 
Gregory Watts .................. 54 .. 55 ........................ 109 
Novice Women (7) 
Sue Byrne ........... .. ............ 64 .. 69 ........................ 133 
Sandra Houston ............... 66 .. 80 ........................ 146 
Marcella Lefebvre ............ 69 .. 77 ........................ 146 
Juniors (12) · 
Freddie Sotelo .................. 51..52 ...................... .. 103 

1995 Park Pete 150 
Aus . TX Field: 74 
Open Men (16) 

2/18-19/95 
Purse: $675 

Eric Marx .......................... 40 .. 37 .. 39 .. 39 ........... 155 .. $150 
Scott Michaelsen .............. 39 .. 39 . .42 .. 37 ........... 157 ..... 100 
Judah Moser. .................... 39 .. 39 .. 39 . .43 ........... 160 ....... 65 
Alan Kubala .................... .41..41 .. 39 . .41.. ......... 162 ....... 40 
Open Women (2) 

Shari Carle ..................... ..46 . .49 .. 53 .. 52 ........... 200 ..... $40 
Masters (11) 
Gus Alaniz ....................... .41..39 .. 45 .. 38 ........... 163 ..... $90 
Gary Harris . .' .................... 41..42 .. 42 .. 42 ........... 167 ....... 60 
Rick Richardson ............... 45.·.44 . .40 .. 42 ........... 171... .... 40 
Grandmasters (2) 
Jim Mozola ...................... .49 .. 45 .. 49 .. 51... ........ 194 ..... $40 
Advanced (16) 
Jim Miears ........................ 44 .. 43 .. 44 .. 41 ........... 172 
Joe Doss ............................ 45 . .45 ..41 . .45 ........... 176 
Pat Kinghorn ................... .42 .. 46 .. 46 . .45 ........... 179 
Mark Wilson ..................... 46 .. 46 .. 44 . .45 ........... 181 
Amateur Men (7) 
Bernie Newman .............. .43 .. 46 .. 44 . .47 ........... 180 
Chris Solis ....................... .47 .. 46 . .46 .. 42 ........... 181 
Amateur Women (4) 
Betty Garner .................... 53 .. 51 .. 52 .. 53 ........... 209 
Amateur Masters (4) 
Mark Warren .................... 49 .. 46 .. 44 . .48 ........... 187 
Novice Men (11) 
Chris Luster .................... .48 .. 46 .. 41 .. 53 ........... 188 
Novice Women (1) 
Joan Warren ..................... 64 .. 63 .. 64 .. 61.. ......... 252 

1995 Florida Triple Crown [Leg 2) 2/22-23/95 
Melbourn~ FL _ .field: 57 ___ P.!!rse: $h_870 
Open Men (34) 
Ken Climo ......................... 44 .. 46 .. 45 .. 43 ........... 178 .. $280 
Brad Hammock ............... .46 .. 48 .. 44 .. 49 ........... 187 ..... 190 
Mike Moser ...................... .45 .. 46 . .47 .. 50 ........... 188 ..... 145 
C.R. Willey ........................ 46 .. 50 .. 47 . .47 ........... 190 ..... 110 
John Andrews .................. 50 . .45 . .49 .. 48 ........... 192 ....... 75 
Dean Tannock .................. 48 .. 46 .. 51 .. 48 ........... 193 .... ... 65 
Chris Prati ....................... .47 .. 51 .. 48 .. 48 ........... 194 ....... 55 
Jim Akins ......................... 52 . .48 . .47 . .48 ........... 195 ....... 50 
Phil Arthur ...................... .46 .. 49 .. 54 .. 48 ........... 197 ...... .45 
Open Women (6) 
Pam Reineke .................... 55 .. 58 .. 56 .. 58 ........... 227 .. $130 
Sandy Gast ....................... 54 .. 55 .. 59 .. 60 ........... 228 ....... 70 
Masters (17) 
Steve Slasor ..................... .47 .. 43 .. 50 .. 44 ........... 184 .. $230 
David Greenwell ............... 47 .. 46 .. 50 . .49 ........... 192 ..... 120 
Gregg Hosfeld ................... 49 .. 50 .. 46 .. 48 ........... 193 ....... 87 
Roger Bunting .................. 43 .. 50 .. 54 .. 50 ........... 197 ....... 58 

1995 Florida Triple Crown [Leg 3) 
Orlando FL Field: 68 
Open Men (33) 

2/25-26195 
Purse:$2~ 

Ken Climo ......................... 40 .. 45 . .45 .. 49 ........... 179 .. $320 
Brad Hammock ............ : ... 43 .. 47 .. 44 .. 52 ........... 186 ..... 205 
Alex Bingman .................. .43 .. 52 .. 46 .. 53 ........... 194 ..... 160 
Dean Tannock ................. .49 .. 48 .. 48 .. 50 ........... 195 ..... 125 
John Andrews ................... 46 . .47 .. 51 .. 52 ........... 196 ....... 78 
Jim Akins ......................... 46 .. 47 .. 49 .. 54 ........... 196 ....... 78 
C.R. Willey ........................ 44 .. 54 .. 46 .. 53 ........... 197 ....... 65 
Larry Hauser ................... .47 .. 51 .. 46 .. 55 ........... 199 ....... 55 
Open Women (4) 
Pam Reineke .................... 57 .. 61 .. 57 .. 61... ........ 236 .. $115 
Masters (26) 
David Greenwell .............. .48 .. 48 .. 45 .. 52 ........... 193 .. $275 
Paul Galloway ................. .47 . .49 .. 50 .. 51... ........ 197 ..... 145 
Steve Slasor ..................... .47 .. 49 . .45 .. 56 ........... 197 ..... 145 
Gregg Hosfeld ................... 48 .. 47 .. 51 .. 52 ........... 198 ....... 85 
Chuck Custer .................... 50 .. 51 .. 48 .. 53 ........... 202 ....... 65 
Roger Bunting .................. 48 .. 52 .. 51 .. 53 ........... 204 ....... 50 

Vmtage Cup 2125-26195 
Na_p~ CA Field: 68 
Advanced (20) 
Kevin Couch ..................... 57 .. 51 .. 51 .. 48 ........... 207 
James Costa ..................... 52 .. 53 .. 50 .. 53 ........... 208 
Mike Ruzika ..................... 54 .. 53 .. 52 .. 49 ........... 208 
Matt Morgan .................... 48 .. 54 .. 54 .. 57 ........... 213 
Marvin Paul* ................... .48 .. 55 .. 57 .. 54 ........... 214 
Virgil Palmer .................... 54 .. 53 .. 53 .. 54 ........... 214 
J.J. Johnson ...................... 59 .. 53 .. 51 .. 51... ........ 214 
Amateur (33) 
Rick Buckles* ................... 57 .. 54 .. 57 .. 54 ........... 222 
Brian Henderson .............. 58 .. 53 .. 57 .. 54 ........... 222 
Jim Manskeor ................... 60 .. 54 .. 55 .. 57 ........... 228 
T. Rolterbough .................. 58 .. 59 .. 58 .. 56 ........... 231 
F.J. Freenor ...................... 64 .. 55 .. 56 .. 56 ........... 231 
Amateur Masters (9) 
Rob Hamilton ................... 54 .. 49 .. 53 .. 55 ........... 211 
Destry Bogart* ................. 59 .. 56 .. 55 .. 55 ........... 225 
Jeff Meteer.. ...................... 57 .. 56 .. 56 .. 56 ........... 225 
Amateur Women (7) 
Mituko Tsuchida .............. 70 .. 67 .. 67 .. 70 ........... 274 
Tammy Moeller ................ 68 .. 69 .. 73 .. 70 ........... 280 

Circular Skies Over Victoria 
Victoria, TX Field: 88 
Open Men (24) 

2125-26195 
Purse:$785 

Eric Marx .......................... 51..51 .. 52 .. 49 ... 17 ... 220 .. $200 

Judah Moser ..................... 53. 55 .. 52 . 53 ... 19 ... 232 ..... 115 
Scott Michaelsen .............. 53 .. 57 .. 52 .. 53 ... 18 ... 233 ....... 80 
John Ruvalcaba ................ 55 .. 55 .. 53 .. 55 ... 19 ... 237 ....... 60 
Don Wilchek ..................... 52 .. 57 .. 54 .. 56 ........... 219 ... .... 50 
Billy West ......................... 55 .. 57 .. 56 .. 56 ........... 224 ....... 35 
Open Women (5) 
Andi Lehmann .................. 66 .. 63 .. 62 .. 64 ... 23 ... 278 ..... $65 
Shari Carle ....................... 66 .. 72 .. 64 .. 66 ... 21 ... 289 ....... 35 
Masters (4) 

Gus Alaniz ........................ 52 .. 62 .. 51 .. 56 ........... 221... .. $55 
Grandmasters (2) 
Jim Mozola ....................... 66 .. 65 .. 60 ................. 191... .. $40 
Advanced (16) 

Todd Peterson• ................. 60 .. 56 .. 62 .. 59 ... 17 ... 254 
Joe Doss ............................ 59 .. 60 .. 58 .. 59 ... 18 ... 254 
Luis Colon ......................... 65 .. 57 .. 58 .. 59 ... 20 ... 259 
Mark Wilson ..................... 58 .. 63 .. 59 .. 58 ... 23 ... 261 
Amateur Men (23) 
Keith Baker ...................... 58 .. 60 .. 59 .. 63 ... 20 ... 260 
Turner Ray ....................... 62 .. 62 .. 60 .. 59 ... 22 ... 265 
John Ince .......................... 65 .. 61 .. 60 .. 61...19 ... 266 
James Watson .................. 65 .. 62 .. 60 .. 62 ... 24 ... 273 
Amateur Masters (6) 
Gene Czimskey ................. 62 .. 63 .. 60 .. 61...17 ... 263 
Larry Kenny ..................... 62 .. 64 .. 61 .. 64 ... 18 ... 269 
Novice (8) 

Jim Spain .......................... 71..62 .. 65 .. 66 ........... 264 

1995 Faux Leap Day 
Gaithersburg, MD 
Open Men (15) 

Field: 50 
2126195 

Purse:$400 

Joe Mela ............................ 51 .. 55 ........................ 106 .. $130 
Terry Roddy" .................... 55 .. 56 ........................ 111 ....... 70 
Andy Caris ........................ 54 .. 57 ........................ 111 ...... .45 
John Munn ....................... 57 .. 57 ........................ 114 ....... 30 
Masters (5) 
Dave Griffin ...................... 52 .. 55 ........................ 107 ..... $65 
Tom Garber ...................... 58 .. 65 ........................ 123 ....... 35 
Advanced (7) 
Patrick Parrish ................. 60 .. 58 ........................ 118 
Darren Olsen .................... 61..65 ........................ 126 
Amateur (17) 
Patrick Pitts ..................... 57 .. 62 ........................ 119 
Stephen Eckstrom ............ 60 .. 66 ........................ 126 
Dan Prewitt ...................... 64 .. 68 ........................ 132 
Novice (6) 
Scott Diegel ...................... 73 .. 74 ........................ 147 

1995 Hoosier Boser Doubles 
Ft. Wa e IN Field: 62 
Open Men (21 teams_) ____ ~ 

3/4195 
Purse: $840 

Pinnegar/Pay'·· .................. 40 .. 41 .. 51 ................. 132 .. $294 
StewartJFerensen ............. 41..43 . .48 ................. 132 ..... 176 
Herbert/Salaz .................. .42 .. 44 .. 50 ................ 136 ..... 126 
Boylantrrueblood ............ .41..47 .. 49 ................. 137 ....... 84 
Raley/Harper .................... 42 . .48 . .48 ................ 138 ....... 68 
Suiter/Guerrero ................ 44 .. 43 .. 52 ................. 139 ....... 50 
Advanced (10 teams) 
Janney/Stevens ............... .42. 46 .. 51 ................. 139 
Conrad/Stilgenbauer ...... ..46 .. 44 .. 54 ................. 144 
Collins/Crick .................... .46 .. 49 .. 54 ................. 149 

2nd Annual Central Valley Tournament 3/11195 
Stockton,_ CA Field: 83 Purse: $536 
Open Men (19) 
Mike Loya ......................... 62 .. 63 ........................ 125 .. $100 
Jim Oates .......................... 62 .. 64 ........................ 126 ....... 65 
Roger Cansler ................... 61 .. 67 ........................ 128 ....... 45 
Glen Whitlock ................... 62 .. 68 ........................ 130 ....... 23 
Harold Hampton .............. 64 .. 66 ........................ 130 ....... 23 
Masters (19) 
Scott Riley ........................ 60 .. 68 ........................ 128 .. $100 
Ken Halverson .................. 63 .. 68 ........................ 131 ....... 65 
Michael Travers ............... 65 .. 68 ........................ 133 ....... 45 
Marv Krull ........................ 70 .. 66 ........................ 136 ....... 25 
John Kimba11 .................... 69 .. 68 ........................ 137 ....... 20 
Advanced-(15) 
James Costa ..................... 67 .. 70 ........................ 137 
Tom Lucas ........................ 69 .. 72 ........................ 141 
Dano Porter ...................... 70 .. 73 ........................ 143 
Roger Davidson ................ 71..72 ........................ 143 
Amateur Men (23) 
Dave Day .......................... 70 .. 71 ........................ 141 
JeffKnudsen .................... 74 .. 72 ........................ 146 
Steve Allen ....................... 74 .. 73 ........................ 147 
William McCormick ......... 73 .. 74 ........................ 147 
Amateur Women (5) 
Theresa Myers .................. 93 .. 99 ........................ 192 
Marsha Kittel1. ................ 106.108 ....................... 214 
Juniors (2) . 
Corbin Fink ...................... 91..99 ........................ 190 

1995 Pro National Doubles 3/11-12/95 
Round Rock, TX Field: 128 Purse: $8,340 
Open Men (38 teams) 
Stokely/Randol ph ............. 48 .. 45 .. 54 .. 53 ........... 200 $1400 
Clim<W'Greenwell ............... 49 .. 45 .. 57 .. 52 ........... 203 ..... 800 
McClellan/Brooks ............. 51..48 .. 52 .. 54 ........... 205 ..... 500 
Hosfeld/Grizzaffi .............. 48 .. 50 .. 54 .. 56 ........... 208 ..... 440 
Frank!Knight... ................. 51 . .46 .. 54 .. 59 ........... 210 ..... 380 
Michaelsen/McCaine ........ 50 . .49 .. 55 .. 58 ........... 212 ..... 305 
GinnellyNalencia ............. 50 .. 47 .. 54 .. 61 ........... 212 ..... 305 
Sayre}Marx ....................... 52 .. 50 .. 54 .. 57 ........... 213 ..... 220 
Hambleton/Ruvalcaba ...... 51..51 .. 56 .. 55 ........... 213 ..... 220 
SchuJWNytsch ................. 52 .. 50 .. 57 .. 56 ........... 215 ..... 160 
Open Women (5 teams) 
PowelVCridland ................ 60 .. 65 .. 71 .. 71... ........ 267 .. $450 
Hughes/l'anner ................. 58 .. 65 .. 72 .. 73 ........... 268 ..... 200 
Masters (20 teams) 
Herbert/Salaz ................... 52 .. 55 .. 53 .. 56 ........... 216 $1000 
Vanderboss/McDaniel ...... 48 .. 57 .. 57 .. 55 .......... 217 ..... 600 
Edwards/McClellan .......... 47 .. 54 .. 61 .. 57 ........... 219 ..... 400 
Homburg/Cloyes ............... 49 .. 59 .. 58 .. 57 ........... 223 ..... 250 
Oringderff/Galchutt ......... 51..56 .. 59 .. 57 ........... 223 ..... 250 
Grandmasters (I team) 
Maxwell/King ................... 58 .. 62 .. 64 .. 59 ........... 243 .. $130 

1995 St. Patrick's Classic 
Orangevale, CA Field: 157 
Open Men (38) 

3/18-19/95 
Purse: $1,909 

Robert Jerez III* ............. .4 7 . .48 . .48 .. 55 ... 22 ... 220 .. $325 

Johnny Lissaman ............ .49 .. 4 7 .. 53 .. 50 ... 21 ... 220 ..... 226 
Steve Rico ......................... 51..50 . .49 .. 48 ... 24 ... 222 ..... 184 
Bamba Rico ....................... 50 .. 48 .. 52 . .48 ... 25 ... 223 ..... 134 
Jim Oates ................. ........ 52 .. 50 .. 49 .. 55 ... 20 ... 226 ..... 100 
Harold Hampton ............ .48 .. 49 .. 51 .. 51...28 ... 227 ....... 73 
GeoffLi ·saman ............... 53 .. 46 . .49 .. 52 ... 27 ... 227 ....... 73 
Peter Sontag .................... .49 .. 56 .. 50 . .48 ... 25 ... 228 ....... 57 
Bruce Kni ely ................... 52 .. 52 .. 52 .. 51...26 ... 233 ....... 50 
Mike Lloya ........................ 50 .. 55 .. 51 .. 54 ... 24 ... 234 ....... 45 
Masters (17) 
KE'n Halvorson .................. 51..51 .. 53 .. 57 ... 21 ... 233 .. $165 
Kent Jordan ...................... 52 .. 53 .. 50 .. 55 ... 26 ... 236 ..... 110 
Billy Lane ......................... 51..53 .. 55 .. 52 ... 26 ... 237 ....... 0 
Brian Newton ................... 55 .. 50 .. 54 .. 5 ... 26 ... 243 ....... 60 
Advanced (27) 
Jame Co ta ............ : ........ 55 .. 55 .. 51 .. 57 ... 25 ... 243 
Jay Brown ......................... 53 .. 52 .. 61 .. 57 ... 26 ... 249 
David Corson .................... 62 .. 51 .. 55 .. 57 ... 25 ... 250 
Brian Jona ...................... 54 .. 54 .. 59 .. 59 ... 25 ... 251 
Rick Buckles ..................... 51..58 .. 58 .. 58 ... 28 ... 253 
Marvin Paul... ................... 59 .. 59 .. 57 .. 52 ... 26 ... 253 
Michael Anderson ............ 57 .. 57 .. 59 .. 55 ... 27 ... 255 
Rob Harding ..................... 57 .. 54 .. 60 .. 57 ... 27 ... 255 
Amateur (51) 
Corey Anderson ................ 57 .. 55 .. 50 .. 55 ... 30 ... 247 
Joel Gray .......................... 66 .. 55 .. 56 .. 56 ... 27 ... 259 
Josh Cox ............................ 62 .. 59 .. 57 .. 53 ... 28 ... 259 
Mike Evans ....................... 69 .. 55 .. 54 .. 55 ... 26 ... 259 
Freddie Sotelo .................. 59 .. 60 .. 58 .. 59 ... 25 ... 261 
Amateur Masters (11) 
Robert Hamilton .............. 57 .. 57 .. 54 .. 51...27 ... 246 
Richard Brumbeloe .......... 59 .. 53 .. 53 .59 ... 29 ... 253 
Mark Karleskind .............. 61..59 .. 57 .55 ... 30 ... 262 
Destry Bogart ................... 60 .. 58 .. 56 .. 59 ... 29 ... 262 
Amateur Women (8) 
Michelle Wat on ............... 67 .. 75 .. 62 .. 66 ........... 276 
Deborah Devereaux ......... 7 .. 74 .. 66 .. 68 ........... 286 
Novice (5) 
Nathan Moran .................. 67 .. 63 .. 58 .62 ... 27 ... 277 

4th Annual Sen~a Creek Soiree 
Gaithersburg, MD Field: 90 
Open Men (37) 

4/1-2195 
Purse: $3,451 

Ken Climo ......................... 49 .. 58 .. 53 .. 39 ........... 199 .. 600 
Joe Mela ............................ 52 .. 54 .. 59 .. 39 ........... 204 .... 375 
Jack tanton ..................... 54 .. 53 .. 58 ..41.. ......... 206 ..... 300 
Mike ::\-1oser ....................... 53 .. 57 .. 57 .. 40 ........... 207 ... 240 
Brent Hambrick ............... 54 .. 56 .. 59 . .40 ........... 209 ..... 140 
Tony Elli .......................... 58 .. 55 .. 58 .. 42 ........... 213 ..... 125 
John Gregory .................... 52 .. 57 .. 60 . .44 ........... 213 ..... 125 
Jim Myer ......................... 56 .. 60 .. 63 .. 39 ........... 218 ..... 110 
Chri Hysell... ................... 54 .. 57 .. 67 . .41... ........ 219 ....... 95 
Jeff Gromen ...................... 59 .. 58 .. 58 .. 45 ........... 220 ....... 80 
Matt LaCourte Jr ............. 59 .. 63 .. 59 ..45 ........... 226 ....... 65 
Joe Gustafson ................... 52 .. 62 .. 67 .. 45 ........... 226 ....... 65 
Open Women (3) 
Lisa Troutman .................. 66 .. 65 .. 84 ................. 215 .. 110 
Angie Martin .................... 76 .. 65 .. 79 ................. 220 ...... .40 
Masters (19) 
Dave Griffin ...................... 52 .. 57 .. 61 .. 38 ........... 208 . 350 
Bob Herbert ...................... 54 .. 57 .. 64 . .44 ........... 219 ..... 147 
Steve Winchester ............. 56 .. 62 .. 59 . .42 ........... 219 ..... 147 
Red Whittington ............... 54 .. 61 .. 58 .. 46 ........... 219 ..... 147 
Terry Roddy ...................... 56 .. 61 .. 63 .. 42 ........... 222 ....... 90 
JefTSweetman .................. 53 .. 62 .. 64 .. 50 ........... 229 ....... 60 
Senior Grandmasters (1) 

Ragnar Overby ................. 84 .. 75 .. 76 ................. 235 ..... 40 
Advanced (30) 
Rob Shelinsky ................... 55 .. 59 .. 71 ................. 185 
Ron me Turner .................. 60 .. 59 .. 67 ................. 186 
Kevin Lawler .................... 59 .. 60 .. 72 ................. 191 
Russ Smith ....................... 63 .. 59 .. 71 ................. 193 
Tony Mastrangelo ............ 61..64 .. 69 ................. 194 
Bob Pollack ....................... 62 .. 65 .. 68 ................. 195 
Ross Hammond ................ 61..57 .. 77 ................. 195 

. Tom Poling ........................ 63 .. 66 .. 67 ................. 196 
Chris Hill... ....................... 63 .. 53 .. 80 ................. 196 
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